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ABSTRACT
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The local dynamics of low-frequency motions in the MODE
region are investigated from three arrays of moored measure-
ments of current and 

temperature. Tests for lowest-order
balances of horizontal' momentum, mass, heat, and vorticitywithin estimated errors are carried out.

Geostrophic comparisons of four-day averaged observed
and geostrophic current differences from the MODE-l array
indicate that ageostrophic balance within estimated errors
is the lowest-order horizontal momentum balance. The dis-
crepancy between observed and geostrophic current differences
has a standard deviation of 1.9 em/see which is 26% as large
as the standard deviation of the current differences. In theb 1 . f . t' '. f au d av f thmass a ance, comparisons 0 estima es 0 ax an ay rom e

MODE-O Array 1 indicate that within estimated errors the low-
frequency currents are horizontally nondivergent. The stan-
dard deviation of horizontal divergence, which is the dis=
crepancy from horizontalnondivergence, is .22 x 10 6 sec 1
which is 36% as large as the standard deviation of the esti-
mates of horizontal derivatives of velocity. These tests
significantly increase the observational basis for geostrophy
and horizontal nondivergence and confirm the validity of the
error estimates.

In the heat balance, 
estimates of horizontal advection of

temperature balance local time changes of temperature within
estimated errors for the IWEX observations. These estimates
have small errors because a representation of horizontal
advection of temperature in terms of the speed and turning
about the vertical of the horizontal current is used. The
errors are so small that from future measurements it may be
possible to estimate the sum of local change plus horizontal
advection of temperature and from this sum it may be possible
to estimate vertical velocity.

This balance between local change and horizontal advec-
tion demonstrates that horizontal advection of spatially-
varying features is an important cause of local time changes.
The horizontal advection could not be explained in terms of
advection by the long time-averaged flow field. This sug-
gests that the local dynamics of low-frequency motions in

I .
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the MODE region are strongly nonlinear. An indication of
energy' transfer, which occurs in nonlinear processes, is
found in a phase lag such that estimates of horizontal ad-
vection lead local changes of temperature. In the context
of the baroclinic instability model this phase 

lag is con-sistent with the growth of perturbation wave energy by con-
version of potential energy contained in the forty-day aver-
aged flow field.
, In the vorticity balance, estimates of planetary advec-
tion account for only 

half the local time change of vorticity
for MODE-O Array 1 measurements. Within estimated errors
these two terms do not balance, so these observations cannot
be explained as manifestations of barotropic Rossby waves
alone. Estimates of vortex stretching and horizontal advec-
tion of relative vorticity could not be made. A phase lag
such. that estimates of planetary advection lead local changes
of vorticity is consistent in the context of the instability
model with an increase in perturbation wave 

ens trophy , which
must occur when the perturbation wave grows, due 'to the con-
version of planetary ens trophy.

Because of the importance of the vorticity balance for
understanding the dynamics of 'low-frequency motions an exper-
iment is suggested to estimate accurately all terms in the
lowest-order vorticity balance. From such measurements the
energy transfer and ens trophy conversion could also be esti-
ma ted .

Thesis Supervisor: Nick P. Fofonoff
Ti tIe: Senior Scientist in

Physical Oceanography
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C9~ER I.

INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents an analysis of dynamic and kine-

matic balances for low-freq~ency oceanic motions from

measurements of current and temperature. Low-frequency

motions are. those with periods longer than the local

inertial period. The bàlances examined are the horizontal

momentum, mass, heat and vorticity balances ~ Not all terms

in each balance are estimated. The equations are scaled

and the largest terms are estimated and tested for balance.

This thesis is written such that each of Chapters II,

III, IV, and V is a self-contained analysis. of a particular

balance. Tests for geostrophy as the lowest order balance

in the horizontal momentum equatïons are described in

Chapter II. In Chapter III the tests for horizontal nQn-

divergence as the lowest-order mass balance are described.

Tests for balance between local changes of temperature and

horizontal advection of temperature in the heat equation

are the subject of Chapter iV. A discussion of the feasi-

bili ty of estimating vorticity balances from measurements

and a test for balance between local change of vorticity and

advection of planetary vorticity are contained in Chapter V.

Chapter Vi sumarizes the results of all balance tests and

their importance. This introductory chapter provides the

motivation and background for the balance tests.
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Each of Chapters II, III, iv and V includes five sec-

tions: introduction, theory, data and methods, results and

discussion, and conclusions. In each introduction the im-

portance of the balance calculations is outlined. In the

theory section the conservation equation' is scaled and the

lowest-order balance isolated. In the section of data and

methods the calculations and their errors are outlined. The

section of results and discussion includes a statement of

'the results, comparisons with related work, and a discussion

of the feasibility of a higher-order balance test. The con-

clusions section sumarizes, the major results of each bal-

ance test.

The measurements used in this analysis were made south-

west of Bermuda in the western North Atlantic. The low-

frequency currents in this region are dominated by motions

of time scale of order 20 days and horizontal length scales

of order 100 km (Gould, Schmitz and Wunsch, 1974) which are

called eddies during the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment

(MODE). These eddies~ first observed by Swallow (1971), con-

tain much greater kinetic energy than mid-ocean mean cur-

rents. It is the local dynamics of these low-frequency cur-

rents in the form of their lowest-order horizontal momentum,

mass, heat and vorticity balances which is studied in this

work. Knowledge of the local dynamics of eddies is cer-

tainly important for predicting distributions of momentum,

heat and vorticity over periods at least as long as one

month. In addition, it is an axiom of MODE that only by

i i
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understanding the local dynamics of eddies can their effect

on mean currents be parameterized properly in models of

mean ocean circulation (MODE Scientific Council, 1973).

There are several motivations for this work. The first

is to provide an observational basis for the lowest-order

balances of geostrophy in the horizontal momentum equations

and horizontal nondivergence in the mass balance. Although

these balances are expected on theoretical grounds, there

are few direct tests of these balances. Only a few geo-

strophic comparisons by Swallow (l97l) using modern current

measurements are available. And only one rather unsuccess-

ful attempt by Shonting (1969) to examine the mass balance

from direct current measurements is available. The tests

for geostrophy (Chapter II) and horizontal nondivergence

(Chapter III) presented here then significantly increase

the observational basis for these balances.

A second motivation is to provide guidance to theoret-

ical and numerical modelers. The relative importance of

terms in the analyses of heat (Chapter iV) and vorticity

(Chapter V) balances, where the lowest-order balances are

not theoretically determined, should be valuable information

for decisions on the inclusion or neglect of terms in future

models. Because the balances examined here are the basis
for all models, these results also provide a means of eval-

uating the applicability of existing models for explaining

the observations.
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The most important motivation for this work is to an-

swer basic dynamical questions from the measurements to

further the understanding of ocean physics. The foremost

questions in the dynamics of low-frequency motions whose

answers are sought here are:,

1. How important is horizontal advection relative to

local time -changes?

2. How important are the ß-effect and vortex stretching

in the vorticity balance relative to local time changes of

vortici ty?

3. Does energy transfer occur?

The value of this work in understanding the dynamics of

low-frequency currents is contained in the ~nswers to these

questions. That local time changes of temperature are

balanced by 'horizontal advection' of temperature (Chapter iV)

demonstrates that horizontal advection causes local time

changes of temperature and perhaps of momentum, vorticity

and energy for low-frequency currents. That planetary ad-

vection balances only half the local time change of vorticity

(Chapter V) demonstrates that, while it is important in caus-

ing local changes, the ß-effect is not the only important

cause of local change of vorticity. The indications of

phase lags in time such that estimates of horizontal advec-

tion of temperature lead local changes of temperature (Chap-

ter V) are consistent in the context of the baroclinic ins ta-
bili ty model with the gròwth of a perturbation wave by con-

version of energy contained in the mean flow field. In ad-
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dition, an extended error analysis suggests that a future

experiment could be carried out to estimate accurately each

term in the vorticity balance and to calculate the transfer

of energy (Chapter V) . .

There is a philosophical problem in answering these

questions from observations in that the answers are valid

only for the particular data set. Usually it is assumed

that extrapolations to general conclusions can be made after

several studies yield similar results. It is assumed here

that the results from a single data set are characteristic

of the MODE region so that implications of the results can

be explored. The observations may be anomalous so that the

generalizations should be tested by later studies. In truth,

the answers to these questions and the conclusions of this

thesis are specific for the observations examined.

Three different arrays are used in this work because

each has its particular advantage. 'The advantage of the

MODE-l array (Figure i. 1), which was designed to describe an

eddy and to investigate eddy dynamics. (MODE Scientific

Council, 1973; Tarbell, 1975a), is the combination of cur-

rent and temperature measurements at several depths on six-

teen moorings which allows geostrophic comparisons to be made

in Chapter II. The MODE-O Array 1 (Figure 1.2), designed to

estimate the temporal and spatial scales of low-frequency

motions in the MODE region (Gould, Schmitz and Wunsch, 1974;

Tarbell, 1975c), had current meters at ,1500 m depth on four

moorings separated horizontally by shorter distances than in



'Figure 1.1. Spatial distribution of MODE-l "moorings
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Figure I. 2. Spatial distribution of MODE-O Array 1

moorings.
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-the MODE-l array. These shorter separations allow more ac-

curate estimates of horizontal derivatives of velocity to be

made so that tests for horizontal nondivergence (Chapter III)

and for a vorticity balance (Chapter V) could be made wi thin

smaller errors. The IWEX array, designed to investigate the

frequency-wavenumer spectrum of internal waves (Briscoe,

1975¡ Tarbell, 1975b), had three measurements of current and

temperature at each of six depths on a mooring in the shape

of a tetrahedron. These measurements allow accurate estimates

of horizontal advection of temperature to be made and com-

pared with local time changes of temperature (Chapter iV).
In order to use these measurements in balance tests for

low~frequency motions, they are averaged in time by putting

them through a Gaussian filter of half-width twenty-four

hours, designed by Schmitz (1974) to eliminate internal-

inertial motions, and subsampling daily values. This aver-

aging procedure decreases by 98% the amplitude of inertial

motions, which are the major contamination in the estimates

of low-frequency currents, and yields independent data

points approximately every twenty-eight hours (Briscoe,

private communication). Calculations requiring many data

points, such as correlations, are made from the daily values.

For comparisons involving magnitudes of terms an averaging)

of the daily values over four days is carried out to filter

out more completely the higher-frequency fluctuations. Es-

timates of derivatives are made by finite differencing and

estimates of integrals are made by the trapezoidal rule.
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The results of this study depend critically on the size

and accuracy of the estimated errors. If the estimated

errors are large the conclusions are weak since any terms

balance wi thin large enough errors. The particular advan-

tage discus~ed above for each of the three arrays' is that

the estimated errors for a particular balance test are

smallest for that array~ Accurate error estimates are needed

to ensure that invalid conclusions are not made because the

error estimates are too small. Oceanographers are fortunate

to- have several balances ,including geostrophy and horizontal
nondivergence, which are so well-defined on theoretical

grounds that they can be tested within estimated errors as,
a means of confirming the accuracy of the estimated errors.

Errors are considered to be of three types: instrumen-

tal, sampling and theoretical. Instrumental errors are due

to the varying response of the sensors. To obtain values of

these errors it is assumed that four-day averages of current

and temperature from current meters separated horizontally

by small distances (6 m to 1600 m) on the IWEX mooring should

be the same. Standard deviations of the differences are

. "" ....

.032°C in temperature, .50 cm/sec in speed, and .074 radians

in direction. Differences in changes of temperature over

four days have standard deviation .004°C indicating that most

of the temperature differences are, due to bias errors. These

standard deviations are divided by Ii and used as instrumen-

tal errors.
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Sampling errors arise from having measurements at dis-

crete points in a continuous ocean. They are estimated by

assuming that the observations are of a phenomenon which
-+ -+

locally has a form F'(z)ei(kox-wt) where Ikl = 1/60 km,

w =1/10 days and F (z) has the form of the first baro-
clinic mode (Richman, 1972). These assumptions are consis-

tent with the temporal and spatial scales estimated for the

MODE-O data set by Gould Schmitz and Wunsch (l974). To de-

termine the sampling error in estimates of horizontal deriv-

atives by a finite differencing calculation the scale IRI

-+
and horizontal separation, ßX, of the measurements are used

as follows:

Finite Difference Estimate
True Value

.-+ -+ik · ßx.-+ -+ -i
= F (z) eik.xo (e -e

-r~
,-+ -+

F (z) eik' x 0

,-+ -+- ik . ßX--
=.-+ -+ik · ßx

I~I
-+ -+

. (k'ßx)sin -i
=

,-+ -

(k 0 ßX)2

The finite difference estimate - is smaller by a factor

-+ -+
. (k' ßX)sin-

2

(it. ~/2) .
Likewise the finite difference estimate of a

time derivative is smaller by a factor sin (wßt/2) /wßt/2

Sampling errors in estimates of vertical derivatives or in-
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tegrals are calculated by comparing the finite difference or

trapezoidal rule estimate with the value obtained for the

function F (z) tabulated by Richman (1972).

Theoretical errors are determined from scale analysis.

They are used here only when simplifications in the cal-

culations can be made by assuming a theoretical balance. In

calculating the horizontal advection of temperature there is

a, great simplification if the thermal wind balance is as-

sumed. The calculation of the horizontal advection of tem-

perature then has a theoretical error due to the use of the

thermal wind relations which, are. valid only within a theo-
retical error estimated from' scale analysis. The theoret-

ical errors are not used in testing .each balance. For ex-

ample, the geostrophic balance is valid only wi thin an error
based on a scale analy~is of the remaining term in the hori-

zontal momentum equations. This error is not included in

testing the observed and geostrophic current differences for

geostrophic balance.

The sampling errors could be eliminated if an inter-

polation scheme which takes into account the assumed field

is used. When the known field is determined by correlation

functions calculated from the observations, the interpolation

scheme is that of objective analysis (Gandin, 1965). This

approach is not used here because by using objective int~r-

polation a tést for balance becomes partially a test of the

correlation functions and partially a test of the balance.

Estimates of horizontal derivatives in objective analysis
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are influcenced strongly by the behavior of the second deri-

vatives of the correlation functions near zero separation

(Batchelor, 1960) which is a region where the correlation

functions calculated from observations are not well deter-

mined (Freeland, private communication). Thus, it is con-
,

sidered appropriate in this work to limit the effects of the

assumed field to the error analysis until the correlation

functions are determined more accurately.

This thesis was undertaken to investigate the extent to

which basic balances of momentum, mass, heat, and vorticity

for low-frequency motions can be determined directly from ob-

servations. The balances of momentum, mass and heat are es-, ,
tablished wi thin the estimated errors and an experiment is

suggested to establish the vorticity balance. But mostly,

it is hoped 'that this work will create an optimistic at-

titude that careful analysis of observations can answer

basic dynamical questions.
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CHAPTER II

HORI ZONTAL MOMENTUM BALANCE: GEOSTROPHY

INTRODUCTION

The geostrophic balance in the horizontal momentum

equations has long been used by oceanographers to infer

currents from measurements of density. There have been

few comparisons between measured and inferred currents

because of the difficulty in making current measurements.

The classic comparison was done by Wüst (1924) for cur-

rents in the Florida Straits. Wüst found an average dis-

crepancy betwèen observed and geostrophic currents at six

depths at a single station of 9 cm/sec or 18%. Wüst' s com-

parison was cited by Sverdrup as "a convincing demonstration

of the correctness of the later methods used for computing

relative, currents" (Sverdrup, Johnson and Fleming; 1942,

673-674). von Arx (1962) mentioned geostrophic comparisons

by the International Ice Patrol, METEOR Expedition, and

von Arx which showed discrepancies of about 15%. These

comparisons were for high currents and used reference

levels where the currents were assumed to be zero. For

deep-ocean currents Swallow (1971) made comparisons be-

tween geostrophic current differences estimated from hydro-

stations and observed differences from float measurements.

For his one detailed comparison the observed and geo-

strQphic differences agreed wi thin 0.9 cm/sec or 12%.
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Other comparisons involving fewer measurements showed

agreement within 2 to 5 cm/sec.

The geostrophic comparisons presented here significant-

ly increase the observational evidence for a geostrophic

balance in the horizontal momentum equations. In addition

these comparisons, along with the tests of horizontal non-

divergence in the next chapter, are tests of measurement

quality. Failure of the observations to confirm geostrophy

and horizontal nondivergence would be interpreted by most

oceanographers as due to problems in measurements. Such a

failure would lindt, efforts ,to use the observations in
tests of more interesting balances, so it is important to

do these tests of geostrophy and horizontal nondivergence.

Another motivation for these geostrophic comparisons is to

determine whether higher-order momentum balances can be

attempted. Whether the deviations from geostrophic balances

are larger than the estimated errors is crucial to the

prediction of momentum changes. Thus, this analysis of

the horizontal momentum equation presents observational

evidence for the geostrophic balance, tests the quality of

the observations, and determines whether higher-order

momentum balances can be estimated.

THEORY

The instantaneous horizontal momentum equations may

be written:
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au au au au
-auClXrVayiWa-fv+hw =

ap .a 2U a2u a 2UrV (~~-)p ax ax2 ay2 az2
o

(2.1)
aV av av av
at +uax i v ay +w~fu =

ap a2v a2v a2vlV(~~-)
p Cly ax2 Cly2 ClZ2

o

where (u,v,w) are velocity ,components in the (x,y,z)=(East,

North, Upward) directions; p is pressure, Po is density

of sea watér; hand f are the horizontal and vertical
components of the Coriolis parameter; and v is the co-

efficient of kinematic viscosity. Assumptibns have already

been made that the sea water is a Newtonian fluid and in-

compressible, and that the spherical earth can be locally

represented as a plane. These assumptions are reviewed by

Whitham (1963) and Veronis (1973) ~ In addition sea water

is assumed to be a Boussinesq fluid so that its density is

taken to be a constant in these horizontal momentum

equations (Malkus, 1964).

In order to examine only long-period motions one

breaks down each variable q into a time averaged, q,

and fluctuating, q~ , variables, q = q + q~, and then

time averages the momentum equations to obtain:

au -au -au -au - -
a-uax IV ay IWa-fv+hw =

a - a 2 - a 2 u Cl 2 U a --' a -- a--PIV(~ ~-)--(u u )--(u v )--(u w )
p ax ax2 aY2 ClZ2 ax ay az

o

(2.2)
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av -av -av -av -
at +uax+Vayw~fu = (2.2)

- 2- 2- 2-ap+ (a v -iJ_ V.ia v) a (~) a (--) a (--)V -r-r- -- U v -- v v -- v w .p ay ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 2 ax ay az,o . aX ay aZ

For averaging periods greater than one day the time deri-

vatives of the averaged current are smaller than the

. Coriolis accelerations:

I~~I = O(~) Ifvl, I~~I = O(~) Iful

where w is the typical frequency of the averaged ocean

current variations. For horizontal length scales, L

and L~, larger than 10 km the advective terms are small

compared with the Coriolis accelerations for typical

ocean velocities (U = 10 cm S-l, U~ = 5 cm S-l):

lu~~lv~~lw~~1 = o (f~) I fvl

I-av -av -av IUaxlVay'Waz = o (f~) I ful

1~(u~u~)+~(U~v~)+~(u~W~) IaX ay aZ, = 0 (U ~U ~) I fv I
UfL~

12(u ~v~) +2(v~v~) +2(v~w") Iax ay a z U ~u ~ -= 0 (UfL ~) I fu I.
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For vertical length scales, H, larger than i m the vis-
cous terms are small:

a2u a2ü a2üIV(~ay2+az2) i = o (i-, i-) I fv: I
fH2 fL2 .

a 2V a 2" a 2V
IV(àx2+ay2~ aZ2) I = o (~,~) I ful.

fH2 fL2

The size of the vertical velocity, W, is assumed to be no

larger than H U
L because of the continuit~ equation which

is discussed in Chapter III. With this assumption' the hori-

zontal Coriolis parameter term is small for H of about 1 km:

Ihwl
H - .=O(L)lfvl.,

For these large spatial and temporal scales the hori-

zontal momentum equations can be written:

-f" (1
w U U'U' v v H:t 0(f'fL'UfL"fH2'fL2'L)) =-~pax

o

(2.3)
fu(l w U U'u' v "

:t 0 (f' fL'UfL ~ ''fH2' fL2) ) = _--pay'
o

Because all other terms are much smaller'than the Coriolis

accelerations the horizontal pressure gradient must pre-

dominantly balance the Coriolis accelerations. This is the

geostrophic balance.

It should be emphasized that the geostrophic balance

holds for currents of long time scales so that w/f is small

and length scales large enough that the Rossby number, U/fL,

is small. It is possible that no such motions would exist
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in the ocean at these scales or that shorter scale motions

would be so large that these geostròphic motions could not

be observed. Many years of repeated hydrographic stations

have shown, however, that there are measurable signals in

the pressure field at these long periods and scales and

these pressure forces should be in predominant geostrophic

balance (Sverdrup, Johnson and Fleming, 1942).

(. aw l-dW i..aw i-aw h'-) =at uax vay waz u

- 2- 2- 2-an - (a w a w a w) a(~) a(~) d(~)-~pg+\) ~~- -- u w -- v w -- w w .az dX2 ay2 az2 ax. ay az

(2.4)
The gravity force i~ so much larger than any term involving

yel~city that' a predominant hydrostatic balance occurs:. .
o = -~ - pg. For a profile of density p (z) known in andZ 0
average. sense over the area and period of measurement, the

hydrostatic pressure, p = -fgp (z) dz, can be subtractedH 0
p' = P - PH to leave only a pressure, p', associated

with deviations from the spatially averaged hydrostatic

balance, and the vertical momentum balance becomes:

aw -aw -aw -aw -Po (atu ax i vaywažhu) =
(2.5)-, 2- 2- 2-''' _ _-~p'g+\) (~~a w)-~(u'w') -~(v'w') -~(w'w')

~- ax2 ay2 az2 ax ay . az .
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where
-,
p = p - p (z).

o
From the geostrophic balance in the

horizontal momentum equations the dynamically important

pressure, -,
p , must have size P FUL.

o
For large time and

space scales even p', is in local hydrostatic balance:

~-, H'2 v~(l + O(H,: -,-)) =a Z L L' 2 fL 2
-,-p g. (2.6)

From the geostrophic and hydrostatic balances (equations

2.3 and 2.6) the thermal wind equations can then be obtained

by eliminating pressure:

av-p f-
o az

= gap' (i :t
ax 0(£))

(2.7)

fauPo ãZ
= gap' (1 :t

ay 0(£))

where £ is the largest of w U u'u' v v H H' 2
(f'fL'UfL 'fH2'fL2'L'L'2) and

where the bar-s are removed for convenience in future

usage. In the MODE region a strong relationship exists be-

tween temperature and salinity so that S = S (T) (Iselin,
1936) and density, p' which is a function of salinity

and temperature may be considered to be a function of tem-

perature alone:

-,_ap~ dP' _ dP' dp' dS) _p' (T, S) =p' (T, S (T) ) =p' (T) and dp -wdT+~S- (~a- dT dT-
-~dT. This relationship allows the thermal wind equations

to be written in terms of temperature:
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These thermal wind equations can be integrated vertically

to yield:

where
,

4-nand

z

r 1
Z

2

~ are orthogonal unit vectors with ~~/2

(z ).2
= --p f

o

, aT
a ãS dz (2.9)v (z ) - Vn 1, n

radians clockwise from
4-
n in the Northern Hemisphere.

DATA AND METHODS

Because most temperature recorders worked during

MODE-,i while many current meters malfunctioned, two types

of calculations are done. First, thermal wind correlations

in accordance with equation 2.8 between time series of

horizontal temperature gradient estimates and vertical

shear of horizontal current estimates are done. These cal-

culations require only one pair of working current meters
.

on a single mooring from which a time series of vertical

shear of horizontal current can be correlated with many

time series of horizontal temperature gradient. Secondly,

geostrophic comparisons in accordance with equation 2.9
are done when there were two moorings with working current

meters at two depths. These comparisons allow tests of
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'geostrophic balance within estimated errors to be made.

The measurements used were recorded on moorings at

depths shallower than 1500 m as part of the MODE- i field

program (Figure 1.1). Each mooring had current meters

also measuring temperature at nominal depths of 420, 720

and 1420 m and pressure-temperature recorders at nominal

depths. of ~20 ~nd 920,m. Wunsch, Hogg and Richman (1974)

examined the pressure records and found variations of i40 m

in the depths of instruments nominally at the same level.

They also found that instrument depth varied daily because

moorings tilt more or less dépending on currents.

In order to make accurate estimates of horizontal tem-

perature gradients the temperature at each instrument is

changed to represent the temperature at standard pressures

(420, 520, 720 and 920 dbar). The nominal 1420 m temper-

atures are not corrected because of uncertainties in the

mean vertical temperature gradient and in the TIS proper-

ties of the water due to intrusions of Mediterranean Water

at this depth (Hayes, 1975). The temperature change is

accomplished in two steps. First, the temperature is cor-

rected to the average pressure of the instrument, p .,i
by adding the pressure difference multiplied by the mean

temperature gradient for, daily values of pressure, p . ,i- - aTand temperature, T: T(p.) = T(p.) + (p. - p.)~. Pres-i i i i op
sures were measured only at 520 and 920 m nominal depths.

The pressure at 420 m nominal depth is taken to be 100 dbar /
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"less than the pressure at 520 m. The press.ure at 720 m

nominal depth is taken to be the average of the pressures

at 520 and 920 m. The mean vertical gradient of temper-

ature is obtained from a horizontal average of nine CTD

stations (Millard and Bryden, 1973). Secondly, a constant

temperature, ßT.,i
is added to or subtracted from the temperature at the

obtained from the average CTD station

actual average. ~nst~ument pressure to bring the temperature
.

to a value representative of the average pressure for all

moorings, .cp~: T (.cp~) = T (p.) + ßT.. Due to uncertain-i. i. .
ties in using values from the average CTD station at a par-

ticular place, it is estimated that this procedure could

introduce errors in temperature equal to 10% of the total

temperature correction.
Horizontal temperature gradients are estimated by dif-

~erencing corrected temperatures between moorings and divid-

ing by the mooring separation

aT
as

=
T. (.cp~) - T. (.cp~)J i

ßs. .iJ
ßT. .

= --
ßs. .iJ

where ßs..iJ
The error in

is the distance between moorings i and. j.
these estimates is

ßp.. "Tment errors and 10 -- 2-. ßs.. apiJ
.ference in average pressures

.032°C due to measure-
ßs. .iJ

ßp.. is the dif-iJwhere

on moorings i and j due to

the temperature correction procedure. The estimates may

be smaller than the true values by a factor
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As. .
sin (-1)

120 km
(As. ./120 km) due to sampling errors. Vertical shearsiJ
of horizontal velocity are estimated by differencing veloc-

i ties at separate depths on, the same mooring and dividing

by the vertical separation. Only velocities normal to the

line joining the two moorings are used:

avn =ãZ
-+ -+ 1-- Itiv x tis..1 tis..iJ iJ

tiz

Errors in these estimates are 12 x 0.45 CIn.s -1
tiz due to

the measurement errors. The estimates also have a sampling

error depending on the vertical separation calculated from
.

comparison with the theoretical first baroclinic mode.

Thermal wind correlations are calculated from these es-

timates of horizontal temperature gradient and vertical

shear of horizontal current using the shears on MODE-I
,moorings 2, 3, 6, 7, and 10. Correlations are calculated

as a function of time lag in days up to a maximum lag of

one-sixth the common length of the two time series for

moorings separated by less than 120 km. The maximum cor-

relation coefficient is chosen and tested again~t a null

hypothesis of no correlation at a 99 % confidence level

(Pearson and Hartley, 1970). Periods of good current

measurements on moorings 1 and 8 were so short that cor-

relations involving verticåi shears on these moorings are

not done. I feel that the currents at 420 m on mooring 4
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had questionable direction measuremenL ~ ~o correlations in-

volving shears on mooring 4 are not' done.

To obtain the geostrophic current difference,

-.p f
o

z + tiH

f2z
2

aT
CXãš dz,

for geostrophic comparisons according to equation 2.9 the

horizontal temperature gradients must be converted to den-

sity gradients and integr~t7d vertically. The accuracy

wi th which density can be predicted from temperature de-

pends on the tightness of the TIS relationship. From 38

CTD stations during MODE-I (Fof~noff, 1973) it is estimated

that variations in density for constant temperature equal

z.2 x iO-4 gm/cm3 in the main thermocline. By assuming

this variation represents two standard deviations, the

error in converting temperature to density becomes

:t.1 x 10-4, ,gm/cm3. Vertical integration results in an

error in geostrophic current difference of

Pi -4-g y¿.1 x 10 AH b 2 I fu or a out cm sec orp f tis. ,o iJ tis. ,= 100 kmiJ

and tiH = 1 km. There is also an error of 5% in estimates

dpof the mag~i tude of cx = - dT determined from the mean CTD

station (Millard and Bryden, 1973).

By assuming the errors in measurement of temperature

are random and normal, the error in geostrophic current dif-
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1 aa. 032°Cference duè to measurement errors is ~~ P f bis..Yl'4 0 i J
100 km, biH = 1 km, and N = 5

biH

or .20 cmlsec for bis.. =iJ
where N is the number of temperature measurements on each

mooring. The errors due to temperature correction are as-
s~ed to be constant during. integration so the error in

"T bip. .geostrophic current difference is .10 g a ~ ~ biH.P f ap bis..o iJ
The sampling error due to the trapezoidal integration

procedure varies with the depth interval over which the

horizontal temperature gradients are integrated. Com-

parisons with first baroclinic mode integrations (Richman,

1972) shöw that trapezoidal integration est~mates of geo-

strophic current difference are 6% larger than the baro-

clinic mode value for the depth interval 1420 m to 720 m¡

7% larger for the interval 1420 m to 420 m¡ and 9% larger

for the interval 720 m to 420 m. ' Thus, there are errors in

. geostrophic current differences due to the conversion of

temperature to density, uncertainties in the magnitude of
.

a, measurement errors in temperature, the temperature cor-

rectionprocedure, and trapezoidal integration.

Observed current differences are estimated by differ-

encing observed velocities at two depths:

biV = KV x bis. . i I bis. . I. To make geostrophic comparisons then iJ iJ,
observed current differences are averaged for two moorings.

The error in this average current difference is .45 emlsee

due to measurement errors. In addition there is a sampling

error so that the aver~ge current difference may be smaller
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(kfj~)/

?ï ta~ (k~X) .
Geostrolhic comparisons are made only when the velocity dif-

than the theoretical value by a' factor

ferences at each mooring are of the same sign because dif-

ferences of opposite signs indicate a maximum or minimum in

temperature which limits the accuracy of the horizontal

temperature gradients. Four-day averaged geostrophic and

observed current differences with their errors are compared

for mooring pairs 1-8, 2-6, 2-7, 6-7, 2-3, and 3-6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The percentage of significant thermal wind corre-

lations depends on the mooring for which the velocity

shears are estimated and on the horizontal mooring separ-

ation over which the horizontal temperature gradients are

estimated (Table 2.1). The percentage of correlations sig-

nificant at a 99% confidence level is smallest for mooring 2

(Table 2. la) . Some of the records on mooring 2 were inter-
rupted when it was struck by a towfish. This hit stretched

the mooring so that the average instrument depth decreased

by 40 m at the top of the mooring. Temperatures are cor-

rected to the same average pressures separately for time

periods before and after the hit but the separate correc-

tions may create a discontinuity in temperature time series

and hence a discontinui ty in horizontal tèmperature

gradient time series involving mooring 2. A discontinuity
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Table 2.la

Number of
Numer of Significant % Significant

Moor iIig Correlations Correlations Correlations
2 73 27 37

3 19 17 89

6 64 47 73

7 28 21 75

10 6 . 3 50

Table 2.lb

Ñumber of
Horizonta 1 Numer of Significant % Significant
Separation Correlations Correlations CorreIa tions

5l-63 km 20 19 95

87-95 km 13 12 92

99-104 km 28 22 79

107-112 km 19 13 68

Table 2.1 Results of thermal wind correlations from MODE-I

measurements. The numer and percentage of significantly non-
zero correlations at a 99% confidence level between vertical

shear of current and horizontal temperature gradient are

given as a function of: a) MODE-l mooring number; b) hori-

zontal separation between moorings. For b) correlations in-

volving horizontal temperature gradients using temperatures

at mooring 2 or at 1420 m nominal depth are excluded.
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Figure 2.1. Daily observed current differences plotted

against estimates of geostrophic current dif-

ference for all MODE-I geostrophic compariso~s.

The correlation coefficient is calculated to

be 0.92. The line of slope 1 and intercept 0

is the line of geostrophic agreement. Typical

errors are indicated.
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(Table 2.2). All but two of the thirty-two comparisons

agree within estimated two standard. deviation errors and

all comparisons agree within three standard deviation

errors. Because of the uncertainty in the error estimates

it is reasonable to use three standard deviations as error

bounds. Wi thin these error bounds the observed and geo-

strophic current differences are in geostrophic balance.

For four-day estimates, the geostrophic current difference

accounts for 92% of the variance in the observed current

differences. The standard deviation of the discrepancy

between observed and geos trophic diffèrencesis 1.9 cm/sec,

which is 26% of the standard deviation of the observed

current differences.

A, geostrophic comparison is done with the longest

time series of estimates of observed and geostrophic cur-

rent differences fqr the mooring pair 3 and 6 (Figure 2.2

taken from Bryden, 1974). The average discrepancy between

observed and geostrophic differences is 0.01 cm/sec while

the standard deviation of the four-day averaged discrep-

ancies is l. 01 cmlsec or 20% of the average differences.

Usi~g floats, CTD stations and moored temperature

measurements during MODE-i Swallow ('1975).

found agreement between observed and geostrophic differ-

ences for one four-day period over the depth interval 500

to 1500 m wi thin 0.5 cmlsec and over the depth inverval

1600 m to 2900 m within 0.13 cm/sec both of which were less
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Table 2.2

Geostrophic comparisons: a) for vertical differences

of current between 720 m and 1420 m nominal depths;

b) for vertical differences between 420 m and 1420 m;

c) for vertical differences between 420 m and 720 m.

,Four-day values of current and temperature are used. The

aver~ge observed current difference is the average of ob-

served current differences at the two moorings. The geo-

st~ophic current difterence ts the vertical integral of

-horizontal temperature gradients according to equation 2.9.

The errors represent estimated one standard deviation

,errors . The error -ranges are not symmetric about the es-

.timate because sampling errors result in a constant offset

'toward larger or smaller values . The sampling error in

average observed current difference depends on whether the

line joining two moorings is parallel or perpendicular to
7
k . For ,this reason tests of geostrophic agreement .are done

_for a range of observed differences from the estimate to a
smaller value due to sampling errors calculated for sep-

arations parallel to k. One asterisk (*) denotes a dis-

crepancy of one to two standard deviations from geostrophic

agreement. Two asterisks (**) denote discrepancies of two

to three standard deviations.
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Table 2. 2a

Current Differences Between 720. m and 1420 m Depths

Average Observed
Curren t

Difference
cm/sec

Geostrophic
Current

Difference
cml sec

Range in ,
Observed Current

Difference
cm/sec

Range ,in
Geostrophic

Curren t
Difference

cml sec

Moor ings 1 and 8

3.21 - .45 3.08 1. 483.21 3.27 :!4.22 + .45

Moorings 2 and 6

-5.32 -7.65 -5.32 + .45
~7 .22 :! 1.42-7.49 - .45

-6.67 -8.72 -6.67 + .45 -8.23 :! 1.44-9.39 - .45
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Table 2.2b

CUrrent Differences Be tween 420 m and 1420 m Depths

Range in
Average Observed Geostrophic Range in Geostrophic

Curren t Curren t Observed Current . Current,Difference Difference' Difference Difference
cm/sec cm/sec cm/sec cml sec

Moor ings 1 and 8

3.67 4.53 3.67 .45 4.23 :t 2.044.83 + .45

Moorings 2 and 6

-6.08 -9.67 -6.08 + .45 -9.04 :t 1.98-8.56 .45

-8.48 . -11.25 -8.48 + .45 -10.51 :t 2.00-11.94 .45

-9.96 - 11.94 -9.96 + .45 -11.16 :t 2.01
-14 ~ 03 .45

-8.22 -11.84 -8.22 + .45 -11.07 :t 2.01-ll.58 .45

Moorings 2 and 7

* -14.05 -10.69 -14.05 + .45 -9.99 :t'3.70-15.44 - .45

-13.14 -LO.35 -13.l4 + .45 -9.67 :t 3.70. -14.44 .45

-11.38 -11.38 -ll. 38 + .45 -10.64 :t 3.70-12.51 .45

-11.03 -8.46 -11.03 + .45 -7.91 :t 3.69, -12.12 - .45

Moorings 6 and 7

1.52 3.46 1.52 - .45 3.23 :t 2.081.95 + .45

* 2.58 6.09 2.58 - .45 5.69 :t 2.103.31 + ~45

6.66 5.85 6.66 - .45 5.47 2.108.54 + '.45 :t

6.35 8.54 6.35 .45 7.98 :t 2. l28.14 + .45
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Table 2.2c.

Current Differences Between 420 m and 720 m Depths

Range in
Average Observed Geostrophic Range in Geos trophic

. Current Current Observed Current Current
Difference Difference Difference Difference

cm/sec cm/sec. cm/sec cmlsec

Moor ings 2 and 3

1. 13 - .45 :t** 1. 13 -1.03 -0.94 .771. 38 + .45
* -1. 66 -0.3,1 -1. 66 + .45 -0.28 :t .77-2.02 - .45

Moor ings 2 and 6

* * -5.23 -3.34 -5.23 + .45 -3.06 :t .63-.7 . 37 .45

-3.16 -3.60 ';3. 16 + .45
-3 ~30 :t .64-4.45 .45

-3.29 ~3. 22
-3.29 + .45 -2.95 :t 6 "-4.63 .45 . ..

-2.92 -3.22 -2.92 + .45 -2.95 :t .63
-4. II - .45

Moorings 3 and 6

* -5.76 -4.33 -5.76 + .45 -3.97 :t 1.00-6.33 - .45

-4.64 -5.0l -4.64 + .45 -4 . 60 :t 1. 00
-5. 10, .45

-5.21 -5.12 -5.2l + .45
-4. 70 :t 1. 00-5.73 .45

-5.31 -5.21 -5.3l + .45 -4.78 :t 1.00-5.84 .45

-4.60 -4.58 -4.60 + .45 -4.20 f 1.00-5.05 - .45

-5.02 -5.55 -5.02 + .45 -5.09 :t 1.01-5.52 - .45

* -7.12 -6.24 -7.12 + .45 -5.72 :t 1.02-7.84 .45

* -6.94 -5.29 -6.94 + .45 -4.85 :t 1. 00-7.63 .45

-3.87 -5.74 -3.87 +' .45 -5.27 :! 1. OL-4.25 - .45

-2.88 -3.71 -2.88 + .45 -3.40 :! 0.99
~3. 16 - .45
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of observed and geostrophic current

differences for MODE- I moorings 3 and 6. Ob-

served. current differences, !:v (-), andn

. geostrophic current differences,

~
pof

-420

J
-720

NaT dz () f th d th~ ---- , are or e ep. as

interval 420 to 720 m.
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than estimated errors. Using current meters on mooring 3

and STD stations Horton and Sturges ,(1975) compared ob-

served and, geostrophic current differences between 420 and

720 m and 420 and 2940' m depths. The average discrepancy

over 70 days between observed and, geostrophic differences

was .9 cm/sec for the 420 - 720 m depth interval and

.5 cm/sec for the 420 - 2940 m interval.

That the observed and geostrophic current differences

presented here and by Swallow balance wi thin estimated

errors suggests that these errors must be reduced before

higher-order momentum balances can bè attempted. It is

interesting to deternune whether the errors in observed
and geostrophic current differences and in estimates of

horizontal advection of momentum are small enough that

local time changes of momentum could be predicted from

estimates of advection of momentum and deviations from

,geostrophic balance. For motions of amplitude lO cm/sec,

frequency 1110 days and horizontal wavenumber 1/60 km

similar to those observed during MODE-O (Gould, Schmitz

and Wunsch, 1974), local accelerations (au and av) are ofat at
. 1 cm/dsize: šë ay.

Estimates of horizontal advection of momentum with

cmerrors smaller than i -/day can be made in higher ordersec
momentum balances. Use of horizontal nondivergence

(equation 3.3) allows a simplification in the estimation of

horizontal advection of momentum to be 'made:
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au + au
u ( - ~ v) (l:t 0 ( ô ))' + au -S2~:tO (ô) uauu- v- = v- =ax ay y . ay ay ax

(2.10 )
av + av av + v(-~~) (1:t0 (ô)) S2~~:t0 (Ô)v~;u- v- = u- =ax ay ax

where a transformation to notation with horizontal velocity

descr ibed by speed, S, and direction, 8, measured

positively counterclockwise from East is used and ô is

defined after equation 3.3. For horizontal separations of

50 km and speed 10 cm/sec, the measurement error in speed

results'in an error of 10% and the measurement error in

current direction in, an error of :t. l3 cm/day in' the. sec .
estimates of horizontal. adveetion of momentum. The ad-

ditional error due to the assumption of horizontal non-

divergence should be only of order 5% of the individual non-

linear terms. Provided the advection of momentum is of
size cm -+ -+ -+

Vv1 -/day and u' and Vu and u and are notsec .
within 100 of perpendicularity, the se estimates of horizon-

tal advection should -be larger than the errors. The rep-

resentation of horizontal advection of momentum in.

equation 2.10 also will be useful in exploring the vor-

ticity balance (Chapter V) .

Estimates of deviations from geostrophic balance can-

not be made with errors smaller than cml-/day.sec In order

to estimate deviations from geostrophic balance as small

1 cm Iday "it is necessary to reduce errors in ob-secas

served and geostrophic current differences
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. to less than 0.2 cmjsec, which is less' than half the

measurement error in velocity determined from IWEX com-

parisons. Measurement and sampling errors can be reduced

by obtaining measurements from many instruments, but the

most difficult error to eliminate is in the estimation of

densi ty. For a calculation over 300 m vertically and 50 km

horizontally the error in density must be reduced to 2 ppm

to achieve an error in, geostrophic current difference of

0.2 cmlsec. For carefully calibrated CTD stations over a

10 km square area (Millard, private communication) the var-

iations in density at constant temperature are I4 ppm even

in the main thermocline where the TjS relationship is

strongest. Thus i the deviations from geostrophic balance

cannot be calculated from moored measurements with accuracy

sufficient to estimate' local time changes of momentum in

the MODE region so that higher -order momentum balances

should not be attempted.

CONCLUSIONS

Thermal wind correlations and geostrophic comparisons

,give agreement with a geostrophic balance wi thin estimated
errors. Eighty-two percent of the correlations are sig-

nificantly nonzero at a 99% confidence level. Most of the

nonsignificant correlations occur for larger spatial sep-

arations where the sampling errors are larger. All thirty-

two, geostrophic comparisons give agreement with geostrophic

balance within estimated three standard deviation errors.
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A geostrophic balance as the lowest-order horizontal mo-

mentum balance is indicated by these results.

Prediction of local time changes of momentum from

estimates of deviations from geostrophy and horizontal

adv,ection of momentum is not possible because of the small

error (f. 2 cm/sec) required in estimates of geostrophic

and observed current differences. At present instrumental

errors cause errors larger than .2 cm/sec, but the pro-

hibitive factor for future work is the small error in

density (f2 ppm) required to estimate geostrophic current

differences wi thin .2 cm/sec.
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CHAPTER I I I

MASS BALANCE: HORIZONTAL NONDIVERGENCE

INTRODUCTION

The geostrophic balance in the horizontal momentum

equations constrains the mass balance for large-scale, low-

frequency currents to be nearly horizontally nondivergent.

Tests for horizontal nondi vergence are possible from a

small array of velocity measurements. Small measurement

errors in velocity, however, can cause the observed veloc-

ity field to appear divergent especially for short horizon-

tal separations such as' those used by Shonting (1969).

Tests for horizontal nondivergence are carried out here to

provide an observational basis for this balance. As with

geostrophy, horizontal nondivergence is so well defined on

theoretical grounds that most ocean~graphers would at-

tribute its contradiction to measurèment errors in velocity.

These calculations then are also tests of the measurements

and, in particular i tests of how accurately estimates of

horizontal derivatives of velocity can be made from velocity

measurements.

Another motivation for this work ïs to obtain accurate

estimates of horizontal divergence for use in vorticity

balance calculations (Chapter V). Meteorologists have de-

bated the feasibility of estimating horizontal divergence

and vertical velocity from wind measurements for a long
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time (Panofsky, 1951; Fleagle, 1972). Because of the small-

ness of horizontal divergence compared with horizontal deriv-

ati ves of velocity, small errors in estimates of hori-

zontal derivatives become overwhelming errors in horizontal

divergence. Estimates of horizontal derivatives and their
expected errors for ocean measurements then determine the

feasibility of estimating horizontal divergence directly in

the .ocean.

THEORY

The conservation of mass can be written:

Ê. + u-cæ + vÊ. + w!e =at ax ay az "'p (~ux + av + aw)a 'ay az (3.1)

Because the density of sea water, p, can be written as a

sum of a constant, p, and a variable part, p': p=p +p'o 0
with p' much smaller than p, the conservation of mass

o

reduces to:

(au + av + aw)ax ay a z = 0 (p' I p ) I ~~ I
. 0

(3.2)

providing only that the time scales considered are long

enough that sound waves can be neglected. This is a state-

ment that sea water is essentially incompressible. Batchelor

(1967, p. 161-169) has reviewed these assumptions. Thus,

au + av + aw is zero
:ax ay az'the divergence of the velocity field,

'to lowest order.
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EJ.iinination of pressure from the geostroohic balance
(Equations 2.3) shows that the horizontal divergence,

i

~~ + ~;, also should be zero to lowest order for nearly

geostrophic motions:

au av
ax + ay = o(ö) ¡aUI

dX (3.3)

where ö w U U~ v v H Lis the largest of (f'fL'fL~'fH2'fL2'L'R) and

R is the radius
au
axthat values

of the earth. This statement indicates

avand ay should be of opposite signs and

almost the same magnitude so that their sum is small com-

pared to their individual magnitudes. Their sum is an es-

awtima te of a z according to Equation 3. 2 . .

DATA AND METHODS

Measurements of velocity and temperature recorded ,by

four current meters at a nominal depth of 1500 m on sub-
.

surf~ce moorings deployed as part of MODE-O Array i (Figure

l.2~Table 3.1) are considered. The four current meters

recorded data during a common time period of 52 days. Only

the current meters on moorings 1 and 3 (Figure i. 2) recor d-

ed temperature. Other measurements o~ nearby surface

moorings are not considered because of possible contamination

of velocity measurements by surface motions of the buoys

(Gould and Sambuco, 1975).

Estimates of horizontåi derivatives are made by dif-

ferencing velocities along diagonals of the array to ob-
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Table 3.1

Moor ing Depth W.H.O.I. Data Position Variables
of current Numer recorded

meter

1 1522 m 4091 28 01.50N Current,
70 06.8 W Temperature

2 1503 m 4081 27 49.00N Curren t
,70 08.8 W

3 1502 m. 4121 28 00.2 N Current,
69 41. 5 w' Temperature

4 l504 m 410l 28 21.5 N Current
69 41.5 W

Table 3. i. MODE-O Array 1 data used in tests for horizontal

nondi vergence.
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tain estimates of ~~,

the axes of the skewed

av au av
a-' ã"' ãT

coordina te

where ~ ~T and 11 are
system determined by the

diagonals. The coordinate system then is changed to a rec-

tangular system, (x,y), = (East, North), to obtain estimates
of au au

ax' ay'

array of 41

av av
ax' ay .
km in the

Based on horizontal scales for the

x-direction and 60 km in the y-direc-

tion the errors in these estimates of horizontal derivatives

of velocity are f. 15 x 10- 6 ~ sec-1 due to measurement

au av
ax' ~x

érrors in velocity. Because of sampling errors estimates

au avmay be small by 2% and estimates of ~, ~ small
,oy oy

of

by 4 % .

By the divergence theorem estimates of horizontal ,'di-
vergence obtained by integrating the velocity normal to t~e

line segment joining each pair of moorings around the arrayi. ~ ~. au av øu.dnand dividing by the area enclosed, ax + ay = Area' are

theoretically the same as estimates of horizontal divergence

obtained from' estimates of horizontal derivatives made

above. Numerically, the values of horizontal divergence by

the two me~hods are identical for a three- or four-mooring

array provided the normal velocity is obtained by averaging

the normal velocities at the two moorings determining the

av auline segment. Estimates of vorticity, ax - ,ay = ~,
obtained by application of Stokes Theorem,

~ 7av au øu.ds ...
~ - ~ = A ' are also numerically identical to those ob-oX oy rea
tained from estimates of horizontal derivatives above.

Errors in estimates of horizontal divergence and vorticity

are' f. 22 x 10-6 sec - i due to measurement errors. Due to
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sampling errors

of +2% au + 4%ax
Because

there may be errors in

av
ây and in vorticity of

these errors in horizontal

horizontal divergence

+2% av _ 4% ~yu.. ax a
di vergence may be

larger than the expected value of the divergence, indirect

estimates of horizontal divergence are made from an inviscid,

linear vorticity balance, 'â av
at (ax - ~~) + ßv = f ~; where

the Coriolis parameter,ß is the northward derivative of

and from a non-diffusiv~, linear heat balance, ~~ + w~; = o.

Because of the neglect of nonlinear terms which are impor-

tant in these balances by scale analysis (equations 4.2,

5.1), these indirect estimates should be regarded as es-

,timates of the order of magnitude only. In Chapter IV it is

shown that for lWEX measurements the local temperature

change is balanced by horizontal advection of temper~ture"

so that vertical velocities are smaller than predicted by

a linear heat balance. Thus, because of the neglect of hori-

zontal advection, these indirect estimates of horizontal di-

vergence may be too large~ If these ind~rect estimates are

smaller than the errors in the direct estimates, the direct

estimates of horizontal divergence do not represent true

horizontal divergence because they are dominated by errors.

The errors in the indirect estimates of horizontal di-

vergence magnitude are much smaller than the errors in

direct estimates. In the vorticity balance, time deriva-

tives of vorticity are estimated from differences of five-

day averaged values of vorticity and estimates of northward

velocity are obtained by averaging northward velocities for
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the four current meters. Errors in estimates of horizontal

di vergence, aw
- ãZ

= - a av au
(at (ax - ay) + ßv)/f, are

l.l x 10-8 sec -1 due to measurement and sampling errors

for typical velocities of amplitude 10 cmlsec and horizontal

scale 60 km.

In the heat balance, time derivatives of temperature

are estimaúed from differences at five-day averaged tem-

peratures and the vertical gradient of temperature is de-

termined from a mean CTD station (Millard and Bryden, 1973).

To obtain an estimate of horizontal divergence it is as-

sumed that the vertical' veloci ty decreases linearly from

its value at 1500 m depth to zero at the ocean bottom,

aw - (_ aT laT) I. 3500 m This assumption is ßuggested by the
ãZ - at az .
fact that the vertical profile of horizontal velocity from

measurements in this region is similar to a theoretical
first baroclinic mode (Gould, Schmitz and Wunsch, 1974)

which has a nearly linear decrease of vertical velocity from

1500 m to the bottom (Richman, 1972). The sampling errors

are large for this estimate of horizontal divergence; the

estimate is three times larger than the value obtained for

a first baroclinic mode. For isotherm displacements of

30 mover 10 day time scales, these estimates are of mag-

'nitude 1 x 10-8 sec-1 and have errors of 1 x 10-8 sec-1.

Thus, errors in indirect estimates of the order of

magnitude of horizontal divergence are 1 x 10-8 sec-i

which are much smaller than the errors in direct estimates

of .22 x 10-6 sec-i. These indirect estimates then can be
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used to determine whether direct estimates of horizontal

divergence are too large due to their measurement and sam-

pIing errors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Daily estimates of au and avax ay
of -0.93 which

(Figure 3.1) have a

correlation coefficient is significantly dif-

ferent from zero at.? 99% confidence level. Four-day aver-

,¡ au av
aged estimates of 

ax 
and ay are examined for horizon-

tal nondi vergence (Table 3.2). Nine of the twelve compar-

isons yield horizontal nondi vergence wi thin one standard

deviation error of .22 x 10-6 sec-1, two within one to two

standard deviations, and one comparison within two to three

standard deviations. This last comparison occurs during a

time period when estimates of au
ax and av

ay are changing

the velocity field israpidly. Thus, wi thin expected errors

hor i zon tal ly nondi vergen t.

That estimates of ~~ and av
ay are horizontally non-

divergent within expected errors gives confidence that es-

timates of horizontal derivatives of velocity (Figure 3.2)

are accurate wi thin standard deviation errors of

toolS x 10-6 sec -1. In particular, estimates of vorticity

should be accurate within toolS x 10-6 sec-1 x 12 =

t.22 X 10-6 sec-1. These vorticity estimates are used in a

vortici ty balance in Chapter V. Estimates of horizontal
divergence also should be accurate wi tbin i. 22 x 10-6 sec - i .

Indirect estimates of the order of magnitude of horizontal



Figure 3. 1 Daily estimates of

. f auestimates 0 ax
~; 'plotted against

from MODE-O Array 1 mea-

surements. The correlation coefficient is
calculated to be -0.93. The line is drawn

to illustrate the" condition of horizontal

non-di vergence. Typical, errors are

indicated.
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Table 3.2

Tests for horizontal nondivergence from four-day

d t. t f au and av E t' t f auaverage es ima es 0 ax ay. s ima es 0 ax

and ~; have standard deviation errors of I. 15 x io- 6 sec-1

due to measurement errors in velocity.

av
ay small by 4%

Estimates of au
ax

may be small by 2% and of

errors. The tests are done for the ranges of

due to
au
ax

sampling
avand ay

determined by these sampling errors. One asterisk (*)

denotes a discrepancy from horizontal nondi vergence of one

to two standard deviations. Two asterisks (**) denote a

discrepancy of two to three standard deviations.



Table 3.2

au
ax

10-6
Time (sec -1)

(Diiys)

Range
. au
in ax

Range
. avin ay

10-6
(sec-1)

av
ay

10-6
(sec - 1 )

au + av
ax ay

10-6
(sec - i )

io-6
(sec - i )

.69-.15 -.72-.152 .69 -.69 .00 .70+.l5 -.69+.15

. 78-. 15. -.73-.156 .78 -.70 .08 .80+.15 -.70+.15

.86-.15 -.66-.15LO .86 -.63 .23

.8 8 + . 15 -.63+.15

.67-.15 -.69-.1514 .67 ' -.66 .01

.68+. 15 -.66+.15

.87-. 15 -.64-.15 *l8 .87 -.61 .26 .89+.15' -.6l+.15

. 46- . 15 -.52-.1522 .46 -.50 -.04 .47+.15 -.50+.15

.41-.15 -.38-.1526 .41 -.36 .05 .42+.15 -.36+.15
-.11-.15 -.44-.l5 **30 -.11 -.42 -.53 -.ll+.15 -.42+.15
-.47-.15 .44-.1534 -.46 ~ 44 . -.02 -.46+.15 .46+.15
-1.21-.15 .83-. 15 *38 -l.19 .83 -.36 -1.19+.15 .86+.l5
-.56-.15 .34-.1542 -.55 .34 -.21 -.55+.15 .35+.15
-.13-.15 .03-.1546 -.13 .03 -.10 . -.13+.15 .03+.15

63



Figure 3.2 Horizontal derivatives of velocity as a

errors are :!.15 X iO-6

Íunction of time during MODE-O. Estimated

-1sec due, to

measurement errors in

au avin ~, ~ and +2%ay ay .
sampling errors.

veloci ty and +4 %

au dV
in ax' dX due to

£4
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divergence from linear vorticity and heat balances, however,

indicate that horizontal divergence, should be of order

10- a sec -1, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the
direct estimates (Table 3.3) and an order of magnitude

smaller than the expected errors. Thus, the direct es-

timates of horizontal divergence are dominated by errors

and are not accurate estimates of horizontal divergence.

To determine how small the errors in velocity measure-

ments must be in order to make accurate estimates of hori-

zontal divergence it is assumed that sampling, and measure-

ment errors should be equal and no larger than 1 x IO - a sec -1 .

For horizontal separations of 27 km the sampling error in

estimates of horizontal derivatives of magnitude

7 cm/sec/60 km '(=1.2 x 10-6 sec-1) is 1 x iO-a sec-1. To

obtain an error of 1 x IO-a sec -1 for horizontal separations

o£ 27 km, the error in velocity measurements must be reduced

to .02 cm/sec which is substantially smaller. than the error

.45 cm/sec determined from IWEX measurements (Chapter I).

The measurement error can be reduced by increasing the num-

her of instruments. Five hundred current meters, however i

would be needed to reduce the error to ~ = .02 cm/sec
1500

so that horizontal divergence could be estimated within

1 x 10 - a sec -1. Unless the measurement error in velocity

is reduced by an order of magnitude, it is unlikely that

accurate estimates of horizontal, divergence can be made

directly from velocity measurements. ~ecause the indirect

estimates of horizontal divergence are presently an order of
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Table 3.3

Comparison of direct and indirect estimates of hori-

zon t~l divergence. Negative horizontal divergence,
aw
Za'

is calculated by

au av
ax and ay;

three methods: 1) directly from estimates

of 2) indirectly from temperature measure-

ments assuming a conservation of heat equation of the form

~~ + w~; = 0 and a linear decrease of the vertical velocity

from its value at 1500 m to zero at the bottom; and 3) in-

directly from the linear vorticity equation according to

a av
(at (ax

au) + ßv) If.
ay
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magni tude smaller than the direct estimates, . future at-

tempts at estimating horizontal divergence should be made

from a nonlinear heat balance or a nonlinear vorticity

balance.

For measurements where the errors in velocity are not

known a priori, Isu9gest that the divergence ratio, de-

fined as

L I au + av I
. ax . ay

L I au I + L I av Iax ay

where the sumation is done Qver the number of time periods

in the r8cord length, be used to determine the errors in

horizontal derivatives of velocity. This determination as-

sumèS that the horizontal divergence is nearly zero com-

pared with the individual derivatives. A ratio near zero
means that the measured velocity field is ,nearly horizon-

tally nondivergent and hence has small errors. The ratio

calculated for the measurements used here is about .14 for

averaging periods of two days or longer (Table 3.4). Ex-

pressed as percentage error, the error of . 15 x i 0 - 6 sec-1
au av
ax or ay'

so the divergence ratio is a realistic estimate of the errors

due to measurement errors becomes a 22% error in

in horizontal deri vati ves of velocity. This ratio calcu-
lated from ~ODE-l velocity measurements is used in

Chapter V in discussion of vorticity balance calculations.

Several other ratios were considered, and rejected. A ratio

of net mass flux into or out of the array to the sum of ab-
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Table 3.4

Averaging Period

1: I au + av Iax ay
1:laul+1: iaviax ay

6 hours 0.47

12 0.33

18 0.26

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

1 day

2

, 3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 3.4.

0.20

0.22

0.19.

o. 20

o. 16.

0.16

0.16'

0.18

0.15
\. :.

O. i 8

0.14

O. 14

0.14

0.13

0.13

.0. l4

0.13

Divergence ratio calculated for various time

averaging intervals. For periods of days velocities were

first put through a low pass filter designed by Schmitz

(1974) .
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. solute mass fluxes across each side of the array was re-
jected because a large mean flow results in deceptively

small estimated errors. A ratio of divergence to vorticity

also was rejected because in some regions the velocity

field may be nearly irrotational so that this ratio would

result in deceptively large estimated errors.

Freeland (1975) and Swallow (private communication)

have attempted tests of horizontal divergence with MODE-l

measurements. Freeland's comparisons in terms of trans-

verse and longitudinal correlation functions are difficult

to evaluate because 6f a lack of error analysis. From

float measurements Swallow obtained values of horizontal

divergence of order .7 x 10-6 sec -1. which is considerably

larger than the errors obtained here of I . 22 x 10 - 6 sec -1 .

Meteorologists recently have achieved apparent success

in estimating .horizontal divergence. From a 500 km square

rawinsonde array Rasmusson (1971) claimed to estimate hori-

zontal divergence accurately enough to calculate water vapor

flux. The horizontal separations are so large ,however,

that sampling errors may be much larger than the estimates

of horizontal divergence. Kung (1973) estimated horizontal

divergence by as many as twenty-four different schemes and

selected the estimate for which the vertical velocity be-

came small above 250 mbar. The validity of these estimates

is determinéd by their applicability in kinetic energy bud-

gets (Kung, 1975). These budgets, however, have a dissipat-

ion term estimated as the residual of the calculated terms.
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This residual is as large as the estimated terms so that

errors in vertical velocity may be hidden in this residual

dissipation. Thus, there are reasons to doubt the

meteorologists' success in estimating horizontal divergence.

Accurate estimation of hori~ontal divergence remains a

problem for both meteorologists and oceanographers.

CONCLUSIONS

Velcoi ty measurements during MODE-O Array i are hori-

zontally nondivergent within estimated errors. The esti-

mated error in values of horizontal divergepce and vor-

tiçity is t. 22 x' 10- 6 sec-1. This error is as large as

the standard deviation of estimates of horizontal divergence

but only 19% as large as that of vorticity. Thus, vorticity

but not horizontal divergence can be estimated accurately

from these velocity measurements.' This error is much

larger than the expected magnitude of horizontal divergence

based on indirect estimates of horizontai divergence.

Measurement errors must be reduced by an order of magnitude

before direct estimates of horizontal divergence can be

made accurately. For this reason future estimates of hori-

zontal divergence should be made from nonlinear heat or

vorticity balances where estimates of horizontal divergence

are smaller and have smaller error~ than the direct

estimates.
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CHAPTER iv

HEAT BALNCE: HORIZONTAL ADVECTION OF TEMPERATURE

INTRODUCTION

By scale analysis horizontal advection should make an

important contribution in causing local changes of heat for

low-frequency currents. Wave theories, which provide most

of the background for discussions of low-frequency current

dynamics, assume only a minor .role for horizontal advection

in the heat balance and attribute local changes of temper-

ature to vertical advection of the mean vertical temper-

ature profile (Rhines, i970). The success of the linear

wave models in explaining the frequencies and spatial

scales o£ observed current is often cited as a justification

for the neglect of the nonlinear terms (Phillips, 1966;

McWilliams and Robinson, 1974; McWilliams and Flierl, 1975).

Because the nonlinear horizontal advection is necessary for

energy transfer between scales and because nonlinear models

may explain equally well the scales of observed currents, it

is valuable to estimate the horizontal advection of temper-

ature.
In this analysis of the heat balance from the IWEX

measurements it is the vertical advection which is dif-

ficult to estimate since there are no measurements of ver-

tical velocity. Estimates of local time changes and hori-

zontal advection of temperature are compared to determine
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the relative importance of horïzontal advection. To the

extent that horizontal advection balances local time

changes of temperature the wave theories must be re-examned
for their applicability in interpreting the measurements.

Calculations of local changes and horizontal advection

of temperature are also important because it may be pos-

sible to infer values of vertical velocity from their sum.

Because direct calculation of horizontal divergence was un-

successful in the sense that the errors in w were larger
z

than the estimates (Chapter III), an alternate estimate of

vertical velocity is needed to calculate horizontal diver-

. gence in the vorticity balance (Chapter V). Provided the
sum of local changes and horizontal advection of temperature

is larger than its errors and larger than the divergence of

the heat fluxes due to higher frequency motions, vertical

veloci ty can be inferred from this sum.

The calculation of horizontal advection of temperature

directly from estimates of horizontal, gradients of tem-

perature has large error. Estimates of temperature grad-

ients used in geostrophic comparisons (Chapter II) had es-

timated errors between 1.4 and 2.6 x IO-a °Cjcm. These

errors lead to errors in horizontal advection of temperature

over four days for a current of 10 cmjsec of 0.072 to

0.133 °c, which are larger than the observed temperature

changes during the measurements used here.

To avoid these large errors estimates of horizontal
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advection of temperature are made by assuming a -thermal

wind balance (equation 2.8). Horizontal advection then can

be estimated from the speed and turning about the vertical

of the horizontal current (equation 4.4). Although this

method of calculating horizontal advection of temperature

was derived independently, some of the ideas were outlined

and used previously (Miller and Thompson, 1942; Hide, 1971).

This method is especially applicable to oceanic analysis

since measurements on a single mooring are all that is

needed to estimate horizontal advection of temperature. In

addition, 'the errors, for this calculation are smaller than
expected errors in the calculation from estimates of hori-

zontal gradients of temperature.

THEORY

The time averaged conservation of heat equation may be

written:

aT -aT -aT - aT
ttuax ~vayw (~pgl) =

2- 2- 2-
K (.L.L~) _.. (u:.. (\?) -~ (~)'" 2 '" 2 '" 2 ax.. ayaz..oX oy oz

(4.1)

where K is the thermal diffusion coefficient, l is the

adiabatic temperature gradient, bars (--) represent time

averages over a period of days and primes (~) represent

deviations from time averages as in Chapter II. Fofonoff
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(1962) has reviewed this equation and the time averaging

procedure. The molecular diffusion terms are small for a
large-scale problem. The eddy heat diffusion terms,

~(~) ,~(~), a a (~), are considered small in a large-aX , ay" Z ,
scale problem. This assumption is valid in this analysis of

IWEX measurements only if the observed heat fluxes do not

vary over length scales shorter than LO km. Lastly, it is

assumed that vertical advection of temperature can be rep-

rBsen ted by the vertical advection of the long-period mean
as- aT - 0vertical potential temperature gradient, w(~pgr)=w-a '

where the mean potential temperature, e (z), corresponds
o

to p (z) defined in Chapter II (Veronis,' 1973). The heato .
balance then becomes:

aT -aT -aT _ae 0.:u ax i v-aw-a = 0 (4.2)

(1) u
(WL)

2 2(~o) .
wfL2

The non-dimensional numbers characterizing the size of each

term are written in parentheses below_each term. In order
ae

to estimate the scale magnitude of w a~ the thermal wind

relations (equations 2.8) are assumed and because of the

geostrophic balance and the continuity equation (equation

3. 3) the magnitude of w is taken to be o H U where 0
L

is
defined after equation 3.3. N is

V ae as.9.£ 0 a p 0frequency, p (aT -i + as -i) ,

the Brunt-Väisaiä

where S is salinity.
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,For U = 10 cm/sec, L =60 km, w = 1/10 days, H = 1 km

(Gould, Schmitz and Wunsch, 1974) and N = ,2.5 cph (Millard

and Bryden, 1973), these non-dimensional numbers are ofU N2H2order 1:' WL = 1.4, and ôwfL2 = 1.6. Thus, no simple two

term balance is evident for the heat conservation equation.

Use of the thermal wind equations (2.8) allows a sim-

plification to be made in the advective terms of the conser-

vation equation:

aT aTu- + v- =ax ay
p f av au
~Ct ( uãZ (1:t0 (e:)) - vãZ (1:t0 Ce:))) (4.3)

where e: , (w U u' v . v His the largest of f' fL' fL" fH2' fL2' L). A

transformation to notation with horizontal velocity des-

cribed by speed, S, and direction measured counterclock-

wise from East, a, leads to further simplification:

p f
u~~ + v~~ = ~Ct rs2 ~: (1:t0 (e:)) :to (e:) a; (s2/2)). (4.4)

Thus, the advection of heat may be represented as a function

only of the speed and the turning about the vertical of the

horizontal current.
Only low-frequency motions which are nearly geostrophic

and hydrostatic in an ocean with a tight TIS relationship

satisfy this representation. The theoretical errors due to

assumption of, geostrophic and hydrostatic balances can be

estimated from the measurements needed for the calculation.

The more nearly geostrophic and hydrostatic the motions are,
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the smaller these theoretical errors are. Theoretical

errors due to the scatter in the TIS relationship are dis-

cussed in the next section.

DATA AND METHODS

Estimates of local time changes of temperature and of

horizontal advection of temperatnre are calculated from

measurements of current' and temperature on the IWEX mooring.

The IWEX mooring, in the shape of a tetrahedron, had three

instruments measuring current and, temperature at each of
six depths: 606 i 6IL,640, 731, l023~ 2050 m (Briscoe~

1975). The instrUments were separated horizontally by

6.1 m at 606 m depth and by 1600 m at 2050 ~ depth. Four-

day averaged currents and teIperature. changes are assumed

to be the same for measurements at the same depth so that

average current and temperature change are obtained at each

depth for each four-day period. The direction of horizontal

current changed monotonicålly between 731 m and 2050 m so

this depth interval is used in the calculations. For shal-

lower depths direction did not change monotonically.

Vertical averages of local time change of temperature

over four days, ~T iaverage
of the trapezoidal rule:

are calculated by application

~Taverage = O. 5 ~TI023m + O. II ~T731m + O. 39 ~T2050m.

(4.5)
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The error in individual temperature changes has standard

deviation .003°C (Chapter I) but the error in

is only .002°C due to the repeated measurements.

6.Taverage
The es-

timate 6.T is 26% larger than the value obtainedaverage ,
from a first baroclinic mode between 731 and 2050 m depths.

Vertical averages of horizontal advection of temper-

ature over four days are estimated according to the formula:

u · VT = 1 Po:E
6.H 9

t +4days

J 0t:
o

dt
-731m

J
-2050m

S2 aedz a az =

P f
-i S 2
. gex 1 0 2 3

e -07 31 - 20 5 0 4 d
...l3î~ x _ ays ( 4 . 6)

The error in this estimate for S = 10 cm/sec is .008°C due

to measurement errors in direction and 5% due to measurement

errors in speed. It is estimated that errors in ex are 5%.

To obtain estimates of sampling errors this estimate is com-

pared with the 'vertical average obtained from a combination

of first baroclinic mode of amplitude 10 cm/sec at 700 m

depth and a barotropic velocity of amplitude 2 cm/sec per-

pendicular to the baroclinic velocity. This estimate is

19% larger than the value from the combination. Due to

sampling errors in time integration this estimate is 1%

smaller than the value obtained from continuous integration
for a frequency 1/10 days.

There are additional errors in the estimates of hori-

zontal advection due to assumption o£ a thermal wind bal-
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ance. For U = 10 cmlsec, 'L = 60 km E = . 025 the
. 025 P 0 f (S 2 a e I~ 2 I ) xget a z a z 2 4 daystheoretical errors are of size

accordi~g to equation 4 ~ 4. For the measurements considered

here these errors are less than .003°C. Larger errors in
the estimates of horizontal advection arise from the scat-

ter in the TIS correlation. 'Thermal wind equations in the

ocean are in terms of horizontal,gradients of density

(equation 2. 7). It is the tightness of the TIS relation-

ship that allows the thermal wind equations. to be written

in terms of temperature. From carefully calibrated CTD

statiolls over a 10 km square area (Millard, private coin-

munication) it is: estimated that temperature can vary by

I.04°C without a change in density. This v~riation may be

due to a limitation in ability to measure salinity in which

case the variation is not an error in estimates of horizon-

tal advection of temperature. A change in salinity of

.005 0100 between CTD stations could account for the entire

scatter in the TIS relatiónship. At present, the scatter

does exist so an error of O. 04°C must be included in es-

timates of horizontal advection of temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Estimates of local time changes of temperature are of

opposi te sign from and of approximately ,the same magnitude

as estimates of horizontal advection of temperature

(Figure 4.1). The correlation coefficient betWeen daily

estimates of local change and horizontal advection (Figure
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Figure 4.1. Four-day averaged estimates of local time

change of temperature (- - - -) and negative

horizontal advection of temperature (
from lWEX measurements. Estimates of hori-

zontal advection are made by assuming a

thermal wind balance. Time changes and hori-

zontal advection are averages over, the depth

interval 731 to 2050m according to ,equations

4.4 and 4.5. Negative horizontal advection

is plotted to facilitate visual comparison.
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4.2) is -0.65 which is s~gnificantly nonzero -at a 95% con-

fidence level. Horizontal advection accounts for 73% of

the variance in the local cha~ges of temperature. Within

estimated errors there is a balance between local cha~ges

and horizontal advection of temperaturé (Table 4.1).
Because most of the error in estimates of horizontal

advection is due to observed scatter in the TIS relation-

ship which may be due to measurement errors in salinity

and hence not an error in these estimates of horizontal
advection, a comparison is made of local changes with hori-

zontal advection without the ,0.04 °C error due tÖ TIS scatter_

(Figure 4.3). Because the sum of local changes and horizon-

tal advection is larger in most cases than the remaining

errors, the sum may represent vertical advection so that

values of vertical velocity could be estimated.

To be sure that the sum represents vertical advection

it is necessary to show that the divergence of the heat

fluxes, due to higher frequency motions are small. Heat

fluxes calculated for the IWEX measurements show such small

variations over horizontal separations of up to 2 km that

they are probably due to instrument noise. If the heat

f luxes vary only over eddy-scale distances as in the work

of, Müller and albers (Müller, 1975) their divergence is

indeed small. Thus, it is plausible that for future

measurements,' where larger temperature changes are observed

(Riser, 1975) or where local changes are not balanced by

horizontal advection, estimates of vertical advection from
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Figure 4.2. Daily estimates of local time change (----:)
and negative horizontal advection (--) of

temperature. Estimat;es are made as described.

in figure 4.1.

.,
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Table 4. I

Comparison of local time change and horizontal advec-

tiòn of temperature over four day

loca~ chan~e are made from ~ dt ~~

are successive four-day averaaes;

periods. Estimates of

4 days where S, 8

estimates
p f

u.VT dt ='-- S2gel 1023

the speed and direction

= T -T where T Tn+l n n+l, n
of horizontal
8 -8
7..31 ..2050 X
1319 m

advection are made from

are of four-day

averaged velocity. Error ranges are determined by taking

into account measurement, sampling, and theoretical errors.

Within these errors there is a balance betw~en local change

and horizontal advection of temperature.
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Figure 4.3 Four-day averaged estimates of local time

change (-~--) and negative horizontal advec-

tion of ~emperature with error estimates.

Estimates are made as described in figure

4.1. . Error bars represent uncertainties

due to measurement errors in speed, direction,

and temperature and theoretical errors due

to deviation from geostrophic and hydrostatic

balances and to errors in estimates of

dpa. = - dT . Estimates are scaled to smaller

values to take account of sampling errors due

to finite difference calculations on a curved

first baroclinic mode profile. Theoretical

errors due to scatter in the TIS relationship

are not included.

\ '
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the sum of local change plus horizontal advection can be

used to estimate vertical velocities.

The result that horizontal advection of temperature is

comparable in magnitude with the local time change of tem-

perature and in fact balances local change casts doubt on

the applicability of linear theories which assume local

cha~ges of temperature are due to vertical advection and

horizontal advection is unimportant (Rhines, 1970). Local

fi ts of observations by a number of linear waves (Phillips,
1966; McWilliams and Robinson, 1974; McWilliams and Flierl,

1975) are also suspect since their assumption that local

changes of tempera ture ~re due to vertical advection is

violated. Phillips (1966) noted that the assumption of

linearity was tenuous but argued that the low mean velocit-

ies in regions away from the Gulf Stream should rule out

the importance of mean flow advection. McWilliams and

Robinson (1974) and McWilliams and Flierl (1975) examine

the importance of nonlinearity after doing the wave fits

by calculating the wave-wave interactions. ForPOLYGON

(Koshlyakov and Grachev; 1973) and MODE-O Array 1 wave

fits these interactions were small while for MODE- 1 they

are large. Despite the large wave-wave. interactions

McWilliams and Flierl remain optimistic that the g?odness

of the MODE-l wave fit indicates the validity of the linear

solutions. The results presented here, although they are

for the IWEX measurements which were in the MODE region but
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during a later period, conflict with this optimism by

showing that advection is as important as local time

changes in the local dynamics and that the vertical

v~loci ty is smaller than linear theory predicts. These

results also suggest that the time scale of change

following a fluid parcel may be much longer than the

time scale of local change.

The numerical experiments of Rhines (1975) and

Holland and Lin (1975) help explain this conflict be-

tween the success of linear wave models and the im-

portance of horizontal advection. In experiments on

barotropic currents Rhines found that even though the

linear and nonlinear terms were of the same size

something similar to the westward phase propagation

of linear waves occurred. In their experiments on

ocean circulation Holland and Lin also found that

advection was important in the local dynamics while

eddies moved westward at approximately Rossby-wave

veloci ties. On the basis of these experiments the

wave fits can describe qualitatively the scales and

propagation velocities of oceanic eddies despite the

fact that horizontal advection is important in the

local dynamic s .

Linear models, while they may describe eddy scales and

movement, are inadequate to investigate the formation and

decay of eddies since' the linear solution allows no energy
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transfer between scales and allows energy flux only thro~gh

. group velocity. Whi Ie westward phase prop~ga tion was oc-

curring in Rhines i s (1975) experiments, energy was bei~g

transferred into lo~ger spatial scales. In Holland and Lin i s

(1975) experiment~ the eddies grew by conversion of the mean.. . . .
potential energy and the mean currents were driven by the

Reynolds st~esses associated wi tn the eddies. These trans-

fers of energy were possible because of the presence of sig-

nificant nonlinearity in the models. Nonlinear dynamics are

required to allow energy exchange between various scales.

The importance of horizontal advection during the' IWEX

measurements suggests that energy transfer should be ex-

amined. Because the time period (40 days) and' horizontal

spacing (~ 2 km) of the measurements are not large enough to

determine the scales involved in ,the energy transfer, it is

necessary to investigate the question of energy transfer

during the IWEX measurements in terms of a specific model.

The specific model used here is that of baroclinic ins-

tabili ty which predicts growth of perturbation waves by

conversion of potential energy contained in the mean flow

(Eady, 1949). Although this model is appropriate for in-

finitessimal waves, attempts often are made to apply it to

observations of finite-amplitude features (Green, 1970).

The baroclinic instability model requires the assum-

ption of a mean velocity and a vertical shear of mean

velocity to linearize the theoretical problem. The energy

transfer is then between the mean flow and perturbation
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wave only. For this model the heat balance is written:

aT~ - aT~ ~aT ~aT 0
-a + U ax + v ay + w,ã-=

where
- aTU, ãZ

time

T~, v~, w~ are perturbation wave quantities;
ãT -p' f auand ay = , ~a ã- are mean flow quanti ties. The long-

averaged mean velocity at 1400 m depth, the approx-

imate mean depth of these IWEX measurements, is less than

1 cmlsec (Freeland, Rhines and Rossby, 1975) and the ver-

tical shear of the mean current is less than .5 cmlsecl

1000 m (McWilliams, 1974). For the velocities and shears

observed during IWEX the advection by the long-time averaged

mean flow field is not sufficient to account for the ob-

served magnitude of the horizontal advection of temperature

(Figure 4. I). A mean flow of 4 cmlsec and shear of

2 cmlsecllOOO m are needed to explain the observed advection

in terms of mean f low advection. This result is similar to

that obtained by Freeland, Rhines and Rossby (1975) who

noted that mean flow advection could not account for their

observed westward pattern propagation velocity of 5 cm/sec.

They went on to conclude that the westward pattern movement

must be due to wave propagation whereas for the IWEX meas-

urements horizontal advection must be important. The con-

clusion then is that the lo~g-time aver~ged mean flow field

is not a significant contributor to the observed horizontal

advection during IWEX.
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an angle from the horizontal equal to one-half the a~gle of

isentropic surfaces from horizontal (Green ,19 60). For this

maximum release, the m~gnitude of the horizontal advection

of temperature should be twice as large as the local time

change or the vertical advection. For the estimates from
, '

IWEX measurements (Table 4.1):

~~ =-.8 (u.VT) and'w~; = aT
- (atu. VT) = - . 45 (u. VT )

so the magnitudes and signs of the estimates are consistent

with the instability model.

Because the haroclinic instability model assumes a

perturbation wave periodic in space, there ~ust be a phase

lag ~n time between the local time change of temperature and

horizontal advection of temperature in order for conversion

of energy to occur. The purpose ,of the vertical phase fun-

ction in the perturbation stream function used by Gill,

Green and Simmons (1974) is to create a phase lag in time

at each depth such that horizontal advection leads local

cha~ge of temperature. To test for this phase difference

in the IWEX measurement~ cross-correlations as a function

of time lag between daily estimates of horizontal advection

and local time change of temperature (Figure 4.2) are cal-

culated. Minimum (because the correlations are negative)

corre la tion, -. 71, occurs when hor i zon tal advection leads

local change by one day. This minimum correlation is not

significantly less than the correlation for no time lag,
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-.65, at a 95% confidence level. which implies that the

energy conversion is not statistically different from zero.

The s~gn of the observed phase l~g, however, is consistent

with the baroclinic instability model.

The growth rate of 'the perturbation wave amplitude can

be estimated from the phase lag by which horizontal advec-

tion leads local change of temperature, ~t, and the fre-

quency of the wave, w. The doubling time is of order

(W2~t) -1 which is 100 days for ßt= I day and w = 1/10 days

(This frequency is taken from Gould, Schmitz ,and Wunsch's

(1974) analysis of measurements at l500 m depth in this

r~gion. ). Such a doubling time is similar to estimates

made by Robinson and McWilliams (1974) on theoretical

grounds. Finer resolution of the phase lag and perturbation

wave frequency would enable more accurate estimates of

growth rates to be made.

For the IWEX measurements the estimates of local

change, horizontal advection, and vertical advection of tem-

perature and the estimated phase lag between horizontal

advection and local change are consistent with the growth

of a perturbation wave by conversion of potential energy

contained in the forty-day averaged flow field. Longer, .
time ser ies of measurements on a single mooring are needed

to establish the s~gnificance of a one-day lag between

horizontal advection and local cha~ge. To invest~gate the

transfer of energy I su~gest tha~ beca~se of the availabil-

ity of oceanic time series of temperature and current)
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moored measurements should be used to search for this phase

lag in time rather than c~rry out the intense hydrographic

,survey suggested by Bryan (19 74) to search for the vertical

phase' function of Gill, Green and Simmons (1974).

CONCLUSIONS

For IWEX measurements between 731 and 2050 m depths

the. local time change of temperatur~ is balanced by horizon-
tal advection of temperature within estimated errors . This

balance could be established only because a representation

of horizontal advection as a function of the speed and turn-

ing about the 'vertical of the horizontal current has small

errors.
This balance between local change and horizontal ad-

vection rules out the ~pplicabili ty of strictly linear

theoretical models. Quasi~linear models may still be

relevant. Linearization about a mean flow field defined by

the forty-day averàged currents can explain the observed

magni tude of the horizontal advection of temperature. Com-

parisons with the quasi-linear baroclinic instability model

indicate that the estimates of local change and horizontal

advection of temperature are consistent with the growth of

a perturbation wave by the conversion of potential energy

in the forty-day averaged flow field. In particular, a

phase lag in. time is observed such that horizontal advec-

tion leads local change, though the lag is not statistically

different from zero, as predicted by the instability model.
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CHAPTER V

VORTICITY BALANCE

INTRODUCTION

Because the horizontal momentum equations are so dom-

inated by ~he geostrophic balance, it is necessary to work

wïth the higher-order yortici ty balance to understand the

evolution of time~varying ocean currents. In the vorticity

balance the relative importance of horizontal advection of

. relative vorticity, u~~ + v~i, of advection, of planetary

vorticity, ßv, "and of vortex stretching, , f~~ 1 in causing

local time change of vorticity, a~
at' is not known for ocean

currents. By scaling arguments all are of the 'same mag-

ni tude. Estimates of these terms from measurements then are

valuable for an understanding of the current dynamics. Be-

cause most models of ocean currents are based on specific

balances of terms in the worticity equation, these estimates

also can be used to differentiate among various models.

Unfortunately 1 there are no measurements suitable for

estimating either the horizontal advection or vortex stretch-

ing in a vorticity balance. Here, MODE-Q Array i measure-

ments are used to test for balance between local change and

planetary advection, and some reasonable, but inaccurate,

estimates of vortex stretching are made. Also 1 an analysis

is made for the expected errors in estimates of each of the

ter~s in the vorticity balance (equation 5.1) and an ex-
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periment is sU9gested in which all terms can be estimated

wi th errors smaller than the expected magnitudes of the

terms. '

THEORY

,The', 'equation for the conservation of vorticity,r ':av :au . bt' d b 1" t' f h
.,= ax - ay' lS 0 aine y e imina ing pressure rom t e

horizontal momentum balances (equations 2. 2) :

where ß is the northward derivative of the Coriolis par-
ameter, E is defined after equation 2. 7, the viscous terms

and Reynolds stres~esare neglected, and nonlinear terms in-

volving vertical velocity are small because of the predom-

inant geostrophic balance. Charney (1973) has discussed the

derivation of this equation in detail. The nondimensional

number characterizing the size of each term is written in

parentheses below each term. For U = 10 cm/sec, L = 60 km, ,

w = 1/10
ßL = 1. 0

w

days and ß = 2.0 x 10-13 cm-1 sec-1, w~ = 1.4

and fE - = 1.4 so on scaling arguments all terms
w

are of the same size.

In estimating horizontal advection of relative vor-

ticity it is useful to use horizontal nondivergence as in

equåtions 2. 10 to obtain:
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-a¡ -~UaxlVay = --(S2~) +-i(S2~) ::ax ax ay ay o (0) Ii(u~u::v~v), oX oy
ßX

(5.2)

where ßx is the horizontal separation of the measurements

and 0 is defined after equation 3.3. For U = 10 cm/sec,

L = 60 km, w = 1/10 days and horizo~sal ~~parations of
oli (u- ::v-)

50 km, this theoretical error, ax ay, is
ßx

.11 x 10 -12 sec - 2.

DATA AND METHODS

From MODE-O Array I ~easurements (Figure 1.1 and Table

3.1) estimates of local time' change of vorticity, a z;

at' and

advection of planetary 'vorticity, ßv, are made. The pro-

cedure for estimating vorticity is described in Chapter III.

Estimates of vorticity (Figure 5.1) have errors of

sampling errors.

and may be small by 2% av - 4% au due toax . ay
Time changes of vorticity (Table 5.1) are

I.22 x 10-6 sec-1

obtained from differences of five-day averaged values of

vorticity. These estimates have errors of ::.71 x iO-12sec-2

due to measurement errors and may be small by 1% due to tem-

poral sampling errors. The spatial sampling errors are less

than .32 x 10-12 sec - 2. Estimates of planetary advection

(Table 5.l) are made by averaging fi vè-day averaged north-

ward velocities for the four current meters and multiplying

by ß = 2.0 x 10-13 cm - 1 sec -1 . These estimates have errors
of ~. 45 x 10-1 3 sec - 2 due to measurement errors and may be

small by 9% due to spatial sampling errors. A correlation



Figure 5.1 Daily estimåtes of relative vorticity,
av au
ax - ay' from MODE-O Array 1 measure-

ments of velocity at 1500 m depth.
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Table 5. I

Time a av
at (ax

au)
ay ßv

(Days)

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Table 5.1.

(xlO -12 sec- 2) (xlO -12 sec- 2

-.48 -.01

.02

-.24

.43

.79

-1.87 .86

-.53 ~ 75

.19

-3.93

.62

.16

.26

-.18

.70 -.56

Comparison of local time change of vorticity

with advection of planetary vorticity for MODE-O Array i

t Th t . h f .. a (a v au)measuremen s. e ime c ange 0 vortici ty, at ax - ay ,

is estimated by differencing five-day averaged valúes of

vorticity and dividing by five days. The advection of

planetary vorticity is estimated by averaging five-day

averaged northward velocities over the. four current meters

and multiplying by the northward derivative of the Coriolis

parameter ß = 2.0 x 10-13.
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coefficient for these estimates, of local change and plan-

etary advection is calculated and tested against a null

hypothesis of zero correlation.

Estimates of vortex stretching (Table 5.2) are made by

assumin, g a linear heat balance, w'= - aT/aT and a linear
at az

decrease in vertical velocity from its value at 1500 m to

zero at the ocean bottom. As discussed in Chapter III these

estimates are reasonable but because of the neglect of hori-

zontal advection of temperature, shown to be important in

Chapter iV, and because of the large sampling errors they

have errors at least as large as the estimates. A correla-,

tion coefficient between these estimates of vortex stretch-

ing and the estimates of local change of vorticity plus

planetary advection (Table 5.2) is calculated and tested for

significance.
To reduce the errors in these estimates, time-integrated

balances are calculated. The change in vorticity over the

measurement period, ç d~Ç t t' is compared with the change, en s ar
end

in planetary vorticity due to net northward flow i ß ~ dt v.

start

The error in ,the change of vorticity is

. avdue to measurement errors and 2% (ax endau au - 6
4% (ay start - ay end) = -.07 x 10

I.3l x 10-6 sec-1

_ av start) +
ax

sec-1 due to sampling

errors. The error in the change of planetary vorticity is

I. 06, x 10- 6 sec-1 due to Measurement errors and +9% =

+.12 x 10 - 6 sec - 1 due to sampling errors. The sum of
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Table 5.2

Time a av
at (ax

au) + ßv
ay

awf ãZ

(Days) (xlO-i 2 sec,- 2 ) (xlO-i2 sec - 2 )

5 -.49 -.22
10 .45 l.47
15 .55 l.34
20 -l.OI -1.36

25 .22 -.12
30 .. 8l .85

35 -3.67 -.47
40 -.02 -..02

45 ..l4 ~ 85

Table 5.2. Comparison of the sum of local time change of

'vortici ty plus advection of planetary vorticity with vortex
stretching for MODE-O Array 1 measurements. Estimates of

the time change of vorticity and the planetary advection

are obtained from Table 5. i. The horizontal divergence is

obtained from temperature measurements on two mo~rings by

assuming a linear heat balance so that. w = - aT/aT and aat az
linear decrease of vertical velocity, w, from its value

at 1500 m to zero at the ocean bottom.
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local plus planetary vorticity change,

end

Z;end-Z;start + ß J dt v,
start

is compared with the time-inte-

gra ted vortex stretching,
end

'fJ dt
start

aw
a-oo

The errors in the

vortex stretching are at least as large as the estimates

while the errors in 6Z; + ßfvdt are I. 32 x 10-6 due to

measurement errors and +.05 x 10-6 due to sampling errors.

From MODE-I measurements (Figure 1.2) at 420 m nominal

depth vorticity is estimated for forty-eight sub-arrays con-

sisting of three or four current meters (Figure 5.2). Errors

in these estimates are I. 05 x 10-6 sec-1 due to measurement

errors and 16% due to sampling errors for an estimated

average horizontal separation of 120 km. Divergence ratios,

defined in Chapter III and calculated for these sub-arrays,

varied from .2 to .5 with an average of .35, however, so that
!

the estimates of vorticity may be in error by I35%. Es-

timates of horizontal advection of relative vorticity are

possible from these measurements. If the estimates of vor-

ticity are in error by I35% ~ however, estimates of horizon-

tal advection have errors of I2. 0 x 10~ 12 sec-2 which are

as large as the observed magnitude of local time changes

of vorticity, 2 x 10-12 sec-2.
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Figure 5.2. Map of relative vorticity from MODE-I measure-

ments of velocity at 420 m depth during the

period 21-28 April, 1973. Measurements on

moorings 1,' 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, IO, and 13

are used.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The correlation between estimates of local change of

vorticity and of advection of planetary vorticity (Table 5. I)
is -0.20 which is not significantly nonzero at an 80% con-

fidence level. The correlation between estimates of local

change plus planetary advection and of vortex stretching

(Table 5.2) is 0.60 which is significantly nonzero at an

80% confidence level, but is not significant at a 95% level.

The change of vorticity over
. . -6 -1

-2.59 x 10-6 +.31 x 10 see' is
-.38 x 10-6 sec-1

the measurement period,

significantly different

from the vorticity change due to the time-integrated

-6. 6 ' -1 + .06 x 10planetary advection, -1.28 x 10- sec -.~18 x 10-6 sec - 1 ..
sec - 1

Thus there is significant imbalance between local time

change of vorticity and advection of planetary vorticity.

The planetary .advection accounts for only half of the ob-

served local change of vorticity. Though the observed ver-

tical structure of horizontal currents resembles a first

. baroclinic mode (Gould, Schmitz and Wunsch; 1974), the hypo-

thesis that these observations at 1500 m depth could be ex-

pl~ined by barotropic Rossby waves is not unreasonable since

the zero of horizontal velocity for the' first baroclinic
mode is at nearly 1500 m (Richman, 1972). Statistically,

however, there is not a balance between local changes and

planetary advection so these observations cannot be ex-

plained as manifestations of linear barotropic Rossby waves

which require this ,balance (Longuet-Higgins, 1965).
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The sum of local change plus planetary advection over

+ 37 -6 -1the measurement period, -1.11 -:32 x 10 sec , is of

opposi te sign from the change in vorticity due to vortex

stretching, +1.00 x 10-6 sec-1. Because of the neglect of

nonlinear terms in the heat balance (shown to be important

for IWEX observations in Chapter iV), this estimate of

vortex stretching has an error at least as large as its

value. For this reason a test of balance between vortex

stretching and the sum of local change plus planetary ad-

vection cannot be made. That the estimates are of op-

posi te signs suggests that such a balance does not occur.

Because of the method by which vortex stretching is es-

timated, the marginally significant correlation between

estimates of vortex stretching and of the sum of local

changes plus planetary advection is likely due to the ex-

pected correlation between warm water and negativevor-

tici ty above a level of no motion and not due to ä' balance

of these terms in the vorticity equation.

Because there are measurements of velocity on only

four moorings estimates of horizontal advection of relative

vortici ty are not possible from MODE-O Array i measurements.

Estimates of horizontal advection of relative vorticity are

possible from MODE-I measurements. From calculations of

the divergence ratio, however, the estimates of vorticity

have estimated errors of 35% and these errors produce errors

in estimates of horizontal advection of relative vorticity

as large as the observed changes of vorticity. The larger
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errors in vorticity for MODE-l measurements are attributed

to larger errors in véloci ty caused by the variations in

depth of current meters nominally at the same depth (Wunsch,

Hogg and Richman, 1974). ' Because of instrument malfunctions

estimates of vortex stretching are impossible. Thus, no,

vorticity balance calculations are made from MODE-l measure-

ments.

The imbalance between local changes of vorticity and

planetary advection for the MODE-O Array i .observations is

in conflict with the barotropic Rossby wave fit used by

McWilliams and Fiierl (1975) to explain these same obser-

vations. This conflict between the results of a direct

balance test and of a linear wave, fit demonstrates the dan-

ger in extending the wave analysis from a description of

the spatial' and temporal scales of the observed currents to
a description of their dynamics. While the barotropic Rossby

wave fit accounts for 78% of the amplitude of the observed

current (McWilliams and ilierl, 1975), the vorticity dy-

namics implied by the waves are in error by a factor of two

since planetary advection accounts for only half the ob-

served time change of vorticity in the balance test.

Although the terms balancing the remainder of the local

vortici ty change could not be determined from these measure-

ments, it is reasonable on the basis of the results of the

heat balance in Chapter iv to expect that the nonlinear

horizontal advection is important in the vorticity balance.
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For nonlinear dynamics energy transfer may occur. In terms

of the baroclinic instability model, the vorticity squared,

called enstrophy, must also increase during growth of the

perturbation wave. Multiplyi~g the vorticity equation (5.l)
by vorticity yields:,

-i ( l; 2/2) +at (u.Vl;) l; + ßvi; = tw l;z (5.3)

a 2 .
As ens trophy increases, at (l; /2) ~ 0, the .enstrophy pro-
duction must be positive, fw l; - ßvi; - (u.Vl;) l; ~ O. No

z

accurate estimates of w or U' Vl; are availaple, but a cor-
z

relation between time series of local change of vorticity

and of planetary advection can be, done. Minimum correlation,

-.33, occurs when planetary advection leads local change

by three days but this minimum is not significantly different

from the correlation for zero time lag, -.20. The phase lag

is consistent with growth of perturbation wave ens trophy by
.

conversion of planetary enstrophy, the ens trophy contained

in the rotating, spherical ocean. Because a significant,

unknown term in the vorticity balance is not included i this

enstrophy production calculation should be regarded cautious-

ly. From a complete vorticity balance phase lags between

local change of vorticity and planetary advection, horizon-

tal advection of relative vorticity, and vortex stretching

could be estimated so the net enstrophy production could be

calculated.
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It is possible to carry out an experiment from which

estimates of each term in the vorticity balance (equation

5.1) can be estimated accurately. Such an experiment con-

sists of five moorings each instrumented with a current,

meter at 750 m depth, in the following array:

.

· '. X ·
.

The horizontal spacing is 50 km and the central mooring (X)

has two additional current meters also measuring temperature

at 450 and 1050 m' depths in order to estimate vortex stret- , ..i i
ching.

Estimates of vorticity from this array have errors of

~. O~ x 10- 6 sec-1 due to measurement errors in velocity and

may be small by ll% (av.~ au) due to sampling errors. Theseax ay
sampling errors are no -larger than. 37 x iO-6 sec-1 for

.av au
values of 

ax ' ay

vatives of vorticity estimated from differences of five-day

of magnitude l. 7 x 10-'6 sec- 1. Time deri-

averaged vorticity then have errors no larger than.

il.2 x 10-12 sec-2. Estimates of advection of planetary

vorticity from this array have errors ofi. 04 x 10-12 sec-2

due to measurement errors and may be small by 19% due to

sampling errors. As discussed in Chapter II, estimates of

S 2 ~ or S 2 ~ haveax ayhorizontal advection of momentum,

errors of i.IO% and i. 13 cm/sec/day due to measurement errors

in speed and direction respectively and may be small by

ll% due to sampling errors for, I k I == 1/60 km and separations
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of 50 km. These errors become errors in horizontal advec-
tion of relative vorticity of t. 93 ~ 10-12 sec~2. Theoret-

ical errors in estimates of horizontal advection are only

t.ll x 10-12 sec-2.

'To estimate vortex stretching from these array measure-

ments, it is assumed that the sum of local plus horizontally

advective changes of temperature can be attributed to ver-

tical advection of the mean vertical profile of temperature,

as in equation, 4.2, and not to the divergence of heat

fluxes from higher-frequency motions. The error in these

estimates of vertical velocity for five-day averaging in-

tervals is t. 4 m/day due mostly to scatter in the TIS re-
lationship discussed in Chapter iV. Estimates of vortex

stretching obtained by differencing vertical velocities

over a 300 m depth interval have errors of tl.l x 10-12 sec-2.

Thus, all ter~s in equation 5.1 can be estimated from

this array with errors less than i. 2 x 10 -12 sec- 2, which

are smaller than 2 x 10-12 sec-1, th~ expected magnitude for

each of these terms based on scale analysis with U = 10 cm/sec,

w = I/lO days, I~I = I/60 km, N = 2.5 cph, and H = i km.

This array consists of the minimum number of measurements

needed to estimate the vorticity balance (equation 5. I) .

The number of moorings is one less than the six required to

estimate all second derivatives. The use of horizontal non-

divergence simplifies the estimation of horizontal advection

of relative vorticity so that only five moorings are re-

quired.
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From such array measurements the relative roles of

horizontal advection, planetary advection and vortex

stretching in causing local time changes of vorticity

should be determined. Such an experiment would provide an

understanding of the vorticity dynamics of eddy motions and

guidance to theoretical modelers on the applicability of

their models in explaining these motions. From these

measurements energy transfer and ens trophy production also
can be estimated. The phase lag between time series of

local change and of horizontal advection of temperature on

the centràl mooring determines the energy conversion as in

Chapter iv. Phase lags between time series of local change

of vorticity and of horizontal advection of relative vor-

tici ty, planetary advection and vortex stretching determine

the ens trophy production.

CONCLUSIONS

Estimates of local time change of vorticity and of ad-

vection of planetary vorticity from MODE-O Array i measure-

ments are significantly not in balance. These observations

then cannot be explained by barotropic Rossby waves which

require a balance between local changes and planetary ad-

vection. A phase lag such that planetary advection leads

local change of vorticity is consistent with growth of per-

turbation wave enstrophy by conversion of planetary enstrophy.

Accurate estimates of horizontal advection of relative vor-

tici ty and of vortex stretching for 'vortici ty balance cal-
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culations are not possible from' existing data so net en-

strophy production cannot be estimated. An experiment is
. . ~ .

susgested from which estimates of ,local, change, of vorticity,

horizontal advection of relative vorticity, advection of

planetary vorticity, and vortex stretching can' be made with

errors small compared wi ththe expected magnitudes of these

terms so that vorticity balance calculations can be carried

out. From this experiment both energy conversion and en-

strophy production also can be estimated.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents tests for lowest-order balances

in the conservation equations for horizontal momentum, mass,

heat and vorticity. The chapter on each of these balance

tests includes a conclusions section where the results are

summarized. This last chapter outlines the results of all

the balance tests and indicates their importance in under-

standing the dynamics of low-frequency currents.

Geostrophy i.s the lowest-order horizonÚÜ momentum

balance within estimated errors for the MODE-I measurements

(Chapter II). Eighty-two percent of the thermal, wind cor-

relations between time series of horizontal temperature

gradient and of vertical shear of horizontal current are

significantly nonzero at a 99% confidence level with most of

the nonsignificant correlations occurring at larger horizon-
1

tal separations where the sampling errors are larger. Daily

estimates of geostrophic current differences account for 92%

of the variance in observed current differences. Thirty-two

comparisons between observed and geostrophic current dif-

ferences averaged over four days show geostrophic agreement

within estimated three standard deviation errors. Only two

comparisons fail to agree within two standard deviation

errors. The standard deviation of the discrepancy between

these observed and geostrophic ctirrent differences is
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1.9 cmjsec which is 26% of the 'standard deviation of the

observed current differences.

Horizontal nondivergence is the lowest-order mass

balance within estimated errors for the MODE-O Array 1

estimates of

(Chapter III).

au and avax ay
The correlation between dailymeasurements

is -.95, significantly nonzero

at a 99% confidence level. All twelve comparisons between

four-day averaged estimates of
au and av h t
ax ay s ow agreemen

horizontal nondivergence within estimated three stan-with

dard deviation errors. Only one comparison, which occurs

during a time period when estimates of au
ax and av

ay are

changing rapidly, does not agree wi thin two standard

deviation errors. The standard deviation of estimates of

horizontal divergence, which is the discrepancy from hori-

zontal nondivergence, is .22 x 10-6 sec-1 which is 36%

as large as the standard deviation of the horizontal deriv-

atives of velocity.

These tests for geostrophy and horizontal nondivergence

provide an observational basis for 'the lowest-order horizon-

tal momentum and mass balances which has been lacking for

low-frequency currents. These tests, however, contribute

Ii ttle to the understanding of current dynamics since geo-

strophy and horizontal nondivergence are expected on theo-

retical grounds. An extended error analysis shows that

higher-order momentum balances and direct estimates of hori-

zontal divergence should not be attempted until measurement

errors are reduced significantly. These tests for geos-
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trophy and horizontal nondivergence do indicate the valid-
ity of the measurement error estimates so that within these

errors higher-order balances of heat and vorticity can be

tested.
Tests of heat and vorticity balances are more valuable

contributions to the understanding of the dynamics of low-

frequency currents because the lowest-order balances are not

theoretically well-established.

For the IWEX measurements the lowest-order heat

balance is between local time changes of temperature and

horizontal advection of tem~erature within estimated errors

(Chapter iV). Estimates of horizontal advection account for

73% of the variance in local changes of temperature. This

balance could be. established only because a representation

of horizontal advection of temperature in terms of the speed

and turning about the vertical of horizontal current has

small errors. The result of this balance' test indicates

that local changes of temperature are caused by advection of

horizontally varying temperature features and not by ver-

tical advection of the vertically-varying temperature field,

as suggested by linear theory. The importance of hori-

zontal advection is contrary to many interpretations of

observations in this region as strictly linear waves. In

terms of quasi-linear theory the magnitude of horizontal

advection of "temperature could be explained by linearizing

about the forty-day averaged flow field. It could not be

explained by advection by the long-tïme averaged mean flow
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tal advection leads local change by one day. . This phase lag

is consistent with the growth of a perturbation wave by con-

version of the potential energy contained in the forty-day

averaged flow field. For MODE-O Array i observations the

minimum correlation between estimates of planetary advec-

tion and local change of vorticity occurs when planetary ad-

vection leads local change by three days. This phase lag

is consistent with the growth of perturbation wave ens trophy
by conversion of planetary enstrophy. Longer time series

are needed to establish the statistical significance of

these phase lags and ,measurem.ents at various horizontal

spacings are needed to determine the scales of the currents

involved in the energy transfer.

In order to observe eddy growth or decay during future

ocean experiments these results should be used and extended

to estimate statistically significant energy and enstrophy

transfer. Such calculations require that the difference be-

tween local temperature change and negative horizontal ad-

vection of temperature be established as due to vertical

advection and not to the divergence of heat fluxes from

higher-frequency motions. They also require a complete

local vorticity balance so the net ens trophy transfer can be

estimated. Long time series of observations over a variety

of horizontal separations are needed to isolate the temporal

and spatial scales of the currents which act as source and

sink for the eddy energy and ens trophy .
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